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SUMMARY 
This report is based on visits to 45 English and 13 Welsh County Council 
Highway Departments in 1972 and its object is to give information on the factors 
affecting the management of land associated with public highways in rural areas. 
The report is written from the point of view that this land provides habitats for 
wild plants and animals. An estimate is made of approximately 440,000 acres in 
the category of 'associated habitat* within the functional boundary of rural 
highways (excluding the metalled roadway), of which approximately 240,000 acres 
are grassland managed by mowing and the remainder ditches, boundary features and 
waste land. 
Average costs of mowing for 1971 were: Trunk roads 263 per mile, Class 1237, 
Class I1 230, Class 111 224 and Unclassified roads 222; a figure of approximately 
S3 million was estimated for the overall cost of grass mowing in England and Wales, 
representing about 4.97% of the overall highway maintenance budget. Costs of 
tractor mowing have been calculated at an average of 23.50 per acre per occasion, 
which is considered to be low, for comparison with spraying of growth retarder plus 
selective weedkiller at 211.31 per acre. 
The functions of roadside verges are discussed and related to the reasons for 
their management in terms of engineering and safety, amenity, weed control, 
conservation and public relations. The management policies and practices of the 
58 counties are described and attention is drawn to the wide range of programmes 
and methods used. Mowing was almost universally by flail machine, handwork and 
other machines having been almost entirely superseded. Chemical spraying for total 
weed control was practiced by all counties; selective weedkillers, mainly for the 
localised control of agricultural weeds, were used by a majority of counties but 
about a third did not use them. Growth-retarder sprays, usually with the addition 
of selective weedkillers, to reduce mowing, were only used extensively by five 
counties (of which one did not propose to use them in 1973)- to a lesser extent 
by three counties and to a minor extent by eight counties. 
The physical structure of verges is discussed and related to factors such as 
drainage and the desirability of vehicles using the verge as a pull-off. Different 
kinds of material used to construct or make up verges, and the possible long term 
effects of these on the vegetation are described, together with the grass seed 
mixtures used for reseeding bare areas. 
Attitudes of County Highway Departments to highway tree planting in general, 
and boundary reinstatement with especial reference to hedges are noted together with 
problems of management of established hedges and roadside ditches. 
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CHAPTER I. EXTENT AND FUNCTION OF ROADSIDE VERGES 
INTRODUCTION 
This report is based on information given to the author during visits to 
County Surveyors or their delegated officers at various times during the first 
half of 1972. The interviews took the form of a set of standard questions and 
were recorded on a proforma to give comparable data. All the mainland counties 
of England and Wales, the Isle of Wight and Anglesey were visited with the 
exception of Middlesex, making a total of 58 (45 English and 13 Welsh) County 
Authorities. 
The object of the survey was to obtain first hand information on various 
aspects of the policies and attitudes of Highway Departments to the management 
of roadside verges and other factors relating to them. The need for this 
information had become increasingly urgent as part of the Nature Conservancy's 
research programme into the conservation importance and management of roadsides, 
as well as for giving advice and answering the questions of a wide range of 
organisations and individuals on these topics. 
A previous postal survey in 1964, besides being out-of-date, had not proved 
very successful through lack of comparability in the replies, although some of 
the replies did provide some very detailed and useful information. A similar 
postal survey in 1970/71 by Dr. E.M. Buckle (1971) on behalf of the Settle and 
District Civic Society, whilst again providing some interesting data, was 
necessarily limited in its scope. 
To some extent the information reported is subjective in that the answers to 
some of the questions, such as the reasons for mowing road verges, represent the 
personal opinion of the officer interviewed. However, as this officer was usually 
either the person responsible for formulating policy, or for implementing it, the 
report should present a cross-section of the thinking behind policies and 
principles of roadside management in 1972. During the course of the interviews 
it was interesting to note that disagreements often arose between officers when 
more than one representative of a Highway Department was present. This suggested 
that apart from one or two generally agreed points, such as the need to maintain 
sightlines at bends and junctions, most other matters to do with roadsides were 
matters of opinion between one individual and another, or a committee or a pressure 
group and that these might change with changes in the personalities involved. 
This report concerns rural roads, the majority of which are the responsibility 
of County Councils or County Councils as agent authorities for the Department of 
the Environment (DOE). So far as the Trunkroads includine. Motorways under the control 
of DOE are concerned, management is governed by technical memoranda and directives 
that are issued from time to time. Nevertheless, in the treatment of roadsides 
these directives are open to a wide range of interpretation by County Councils 
and may sometimes be ignored. Council roads are subject to an even wider range of 
attitudes, policies and practices, as will be seen. Because of their special 
interest and creative possibilities Motorway verges, slopes and embankments are 
the subject of a separate report. 
By the time that this report is generally available, the provisions of the 
Local Government Act 1972 will have come into effect and in some instances very 
extensive changes in County Boundaries and County administrations will have taken 
place. Nevertheless, these mostly affect urban areas and except for the amalgama- 
tion of Herefordshire and Worcestershire; Huntingdonshire, Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely; Leicestershire and Rutland; Cumberland, 
Westmorland and N. Lancashire; together with some more fundamental changes in 
Yorkshire and Lancashire and the north east, the effect on rural road administra- 
tion may not be very far reaching. Regardless of the changes in boundaries, it 
may be assumed that the same personalities will be involved, even if they are not 
responsible for exactly the same areas as before. Thus, although this report may 
not be strictly applicable to the post-1974 County boundary situation, the general 
matters reported should still be relevant and it is hoped useful to new administra- 
tions in defining their policies in regard to what might be described as rural 
road habitat management. 
FUNCTION OF ROADS IDES 
The function of roadsides was described by one officer as giving visibility 
at bends and as a place to deposit apparatus (including that of statutory under- 
takers), and snow. This might also have been extended to mention safety, as a 
place to pull off a vehicle in case of emergency, as a place to deposit materials, 
as a place for drains or as a soakaway for drainage water, and as giving structural 
support to the road formation. In strictly engineering terms these might be the 
only functional attributes. However, road verges do have other functions which 
although incidental and accidental to their main use, are important in social 
terms. In landscaping, verges play an essential part in 'fitting* a road into 
its surroundings and in this sense are psychologically important to the road 
user; they also have amenity functions, which include the separation of pedestrians 
and horse riders from vehicular traffic and the provision of an area of countryside 
to which the public has unhindered access within limits imposed by traffic. Road 
verges are also becoming increasingly recognised for their importance in the 
conservation of the natural fauna and flora of the countryside. Many aspects of 
the functions of road verges, together with their management and other factors 
were discussed at a symposium in London in 1969, to which the reader is also 
referred (Way, 1969). 
ACREAGES AND OTHER STATISTICS 
In a previous paper (Way, 1970 from data collected in 1967)~ a total of 
429,186 acres of roadside habitat comprising grass verges, unmanaged areas, 
ditches and boundary features was calculated for rural roads in England and 
Wales. It has always been of interest to cross check this figure. In 1972, 
16 Highway Departments (28%) were able to give approximate acreages of grass 
verges mown by them and in one or two instances more detailed figures were 
available (Tables 1 and 2). 
Table 1. Total acreage and average acreage per mile of mown verges on 
County roads, figures from 1972 survey. 
County 
Acreage County Acres of mown 
of mown road verge per mile 
verge mileage of County road 
Midland Counties 
Bedfordshire 
Huntingdonshire 
Leicestershire 
Rutland 
Warwickshire 
Eastern Counties 
(Norfolk 
Lincoln - Lindsey 
Yorkshire - East Riding 
Southern Counties 
Sussex - East 
Sussex - West 
Southwestern Counties 
Cornwall 
Somerset 
Pembrokeshire 
Upland Counties 
Derbyshire 
Breconshire 
Glamorgan 
av 1.65 (excluding 
Norfolk) 
(*Estimated from mileage of different classes of road in Norfolk at standard 
verge widths of 12 ft for Trunk roads, 10 ft for Class I, 8 ft for other 
classified and 6 ft for unclassified. Assuming whole area mown.) 
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Using the average f igure  of 1.65 acres of mown land per m i l e  of road from 
the tab le  and assuming tha t  t h i s  represents 64% of the t o t a l  acreage of avai lable  
I 
habitat  (including hedges, ditches and other areas, not necessari ly a l l  on highway 
land) associated with A roads, 50% of the t o t a l  habi ta t  acreage of B road verges 
S 
and 52% of the t o t a l  habi ta t  acreage of C road verges (data from 1967 survey, 
unpublished), on 6,143 miles of A(T) road, 12,863 miles of Principal road and 
I 
120,629 miles of 'o ther '  roads (MOT s t a t i s t i c s  for  County roads 1968, data used 
i n  1970 calculations),  a f igure i n  t h i s  survey of 439,769 acres has been obtained 
I 
for  the  overall  acreage of land associated with highways in  England and Wales, 
excluding the metalled carriageways. This f igure  compares with 457,240 acres 
for  'roads' i n  Bri ta in  given by Stamp (1962) and 513,000 acres by Best ( i n  
I 
Stamp, op.cit.). However Stamp's f igure  was based on an average width of 21 
f ee t ,  whilst Best 's w a s  based on an average of 60 f ee t  for  Class I roads, 15 
I 
fee t  for  Class I1 and 24 f ee t  f o r  Class 111, so tha t  (with t he  exception of 
Best 's  f igure  for  C l a s s  I roads) t h e i r  f igures  more nearly apply t o  the  acreage 
I 
of metalled road per se ,  as  opposed t o  the t o t a l  acreage taken up by highways i n  
the  wider sense. In fac t  the  widtbused by them a re  about half those found fo r  
I 
the  average width of t h e  whole highway (e.g. metalled road, verge and boundary) 
i n  the  Nature Conservancy's 1967 survey (unpublished), and if one assumes tha t  I 
the other half is verge and 'habi ta t '  a s  defined above, there  is a reasonable 
level of agreement between t h e i r  f igures and the f igure  of 429,186 acres of 
verge for  England and Wales from the  1967 survey and 439,769 acres from the  
I 
1972 survey. 
Whilst there  is encouragingly close agreement on the  t o t a l  acreage of verges 
Y 
from the  data collected i n  1967 and i n  1972 there  is some discrepancy between the  
calculations of acreages associated with different classes of road:  A roads were 
I 
calculated a t  14,927 acres  i n  1972 (81,398 in  1967). B roads a t  42,448 i n  1972 
(98,395 i n  1967) and other roads a t  382,394 i n  1972 (249,393 i n  1967). This 
1 
r e s u l t s  from lack of de t a i l  i n  the  1972 data;  it is generally t rue  that  t he  
more important roads have wider verges and a greater  acreage of land associated 
I 
with them i n  proportion, so t ha t  the  acreages for  c l a s s  of road calculated from 
the 1967 data would be more l i ke ly  t o  be correct  than those deduced from the I 
1972 figures. 
Two counties were able t o  break down t h e i r  acreage figures t o  c lass  of road 
1 
and give average f igures  for  widths of reryes t ha t  a r e  of i n t e r e s t  (Table 2). I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
Table 2. Acreages of mown verges by Class of road. Somerset and Glamorgan. 
Recent date 
Acreage mown Av. acreage 
Class of road Av. width of (both sides mown per 
and mileage mown verge of road) mile of road 
I 
Somerset T 117 61311 175 1.56 
1 407 4' 4" 442 1.1 
11 294 4'1" 300 1.0 
111 1569 3 ' 7" 1411 0-9 
Unclassified 1873 3'3" 1521 0.8 
Total 4260 3849 
Glamorgan T 61 3 ' 3" 54 0.8 
I 260 1 ' 2" 87 0.3 
I1 & 111 422 2'91~ 308 0-7 
Unclassified 630 2 ' 0" 3 13 0- 5 
Total 1373 762 
Unfortunately both Glamorgan and Somerset are counties with narrow verges  MI 
represent only one end of the topographical range (Table 1). The very narrow 
verges on Class I roads in Glamorgan may stem from the fact that many of these 
roads are in industrial or built up areas, or run in valleys. No figures from 
other counties giving detail of this sort were available, nor considered as being 
of more than academic interest by highway departments; although with increasing 
application of work study to highway maintenance operations (see Chapter 3) they 
may become of greater concern in the future. 
Taking again the figure of 1.65 acres of managed roadside per mile of road, 
and the 1968 MOT statistic of 140,116 miles of county roads, the acreage of grass 
cut on roadsides in England and Wales works out to 231,191 acres. Indications are 
that about 75% of the approximately 12,000 acres of Motorway banks and verges are 
cut, giving a further 9,000 acres and an overall total of managed land of 
approximately 240,000 acres. This figure compares with the figure of 300,000 
acres given by Chadwick (1969) as an estimate of the acreage of roadside verges 
under the control of highway authorities in the English counties. 
OCCURRENCE OF ROADS 
In Table 1 the counties have been grouped in a number of obvious geographical 
relationships and it is interesting to note that the average acreage/mile of mown 
verges tends to fit into the same pattern. It would be wrong to try to draw too 
many conclusions from the data and no doubt excellent reasons could be adduced to 
explain aberrant results for any of the counties individually. Nevertheless 
there are clear differences between the upland counties, the southwestern 
counties, and the rest; it is evident that there is scope here for interesting 
work on the historical, topographical and land use aspects of road development. 
In addition the density of roads for individual counties has been calculated by 
dividing the total road mileages from the 1972 data into the county acreages 
(Municipal Yearbook, Anon. 1973) (Fig. 1). In this figure the majority of 
counties fall into an arbitarily drawn band that indicates, as might be expected, 
that the mileage of County roads increases with the acreage of the county. On 
this analysis Pembrokeshire, Warwickshire, Cornwall and Devonshire have a slightly 
greater mileage of road, whilst Lancashire, Northumberland and North Riding have 
a much less mileage, and Essex, Lindsey, Cumberland, Westmorland and Wiltshire 
a rather less mileage for their size than might be expected. It should be noted 
that these calculations are based on mileages of County roads and do not include 
roads, mainly in built up areas, administered by other authorities. The acreages 
of these authorities are however included in the county figures. 
Not too much significance should be attached to this analysis, wllich does, 
however, indicate a remarkably uniform density of rural roads over the Country 
as a whole. 
CHAPTER 2. REASONS FOR MANAGEMENT 
Chadwick (1969) at the London symposium on Road Verges gave the following 
requirements for a verge maintenance policy: 
"(a) to enstre the proper surface water drainage of the highway; 
(b) to provide a footwalk or refuge for pedestrians (not necessarily 
paved) ; 
(c) to prevent obstruction by overhanging trees or hedges, both within 
the width of the highway and for visibility; 
(d) to provide visibility at bends and junctions; 
(e) to control those weeks listed in the Weeds Act, 1959; 
(f) to preserve and where possible to improve the amenities of the road 
and the adjoining countryside." 
Underwood (1969) at the same symposium gave the following engineering 
functions of a verge management policy: 
"(a) to maintain the stability of the road structure, that is by ensuring 
that slopes and cuttings are not subjected to erosion or "slips". To 
prevent vegetation from encroaching on the carriageway or obscuring 
kerb lines and interfering with passing pedestrians and vehicles; 
(b) to provide adequate visibility at bends and junctions; 
(c) to allow light and air to the road surface thus avoiding deterioration 
from continuous dampness, and preventing icy conditions during periods 
of sub-zero degree (C) temperature in the winter." 
The report of the (~arshall) Committee on Highway Maintenance (~non, 19701, under 
the heading of Amenity Functions, states that the object of grass, tree and hedge 
cutting is "to prevent obstructions of sight lines at bends and traffic signs, to 
inhibit the growth of injurious and other weeds (in accordance with the Weeds 
Act 1959), to maintain a tidy appearance and, in the case of trees adjoining 
roads, to prevent them becoming a danger to road users". The Co~mnittee report 
goes on to discuss briefly some of the factors affecting standards of grass 
cutting and mentions the interest of conservation organisations in respect of 
wildlife. 
In the 1972 survey, Highway Department officers visited were asked to 
give the reasons for management of roadside verges as practised by their County 
Council, in order of priority if possible. The results of this enquiry are shown 
in Table 3; the reasons should be taken in most instances as referring specifically 
to the mowing of roadside grass. 
Table 3. Number of County Highway Authorities giving stated reasons for 
management of roadside verges and indication of priorities. 
58 authorities. 
First Second Lesser priority priority 
Safety and visibility 50 8 0 
Amenity 5 16 15 
Keeping the highway unobstructed 2 0 5 
Weed control (including the 1959 Weeds Act) 0 10 23 
Drainage 
Control encroachment of woody plants 
Access to hedges and ditches 
Maintain stability of the formation 
Provision for pedestrians* 0 0 2 
Litter control 0 0 2 
Enable vehicles to pass in narrow lanes 0 0 1 
Tradition 
Snow control 
*Generally included under 'safety'. 
In contrast, five counties specifically said that control of vegetation for 
pedestrians was no longer generally required, twelve counties specifically did 
not count weed control as a reason (including two counties who did not consider 
measures even against statutory injurious weeds under the provisions of the 
Weeds ~ct), twelve did not think that grass cutting had any effect on drainage 
and nine were not influenced by amenity considerations. 
From this information, reasons for mowing roadside grass can be divided into 
a) those for engineering and traffic purposes, and b) those for amenity, weed 
control, wildlife conservation and public relations purposes. Not included in 
this analysis are other management works on roadsides that are necessary from 
time to time for purely engineering reasons, such as siding (the shaving away 
of soil and vegetation from the edge of the metalled road) or the maintenance of 
drainage grips 
ENGINEERING AND TRAFFIC 
These are divided into considerations of safety, and considerations of the 
engineering aspects of the road formation. 
Safety 
-
All counties cited safety as a prime reason for grass cutting, although 
eight did not give it top priority and three others added qualifications on 
economic or resource grounds. All counties emphasised the requirement to 
maintain sight lines on bends and at junctions and many included visibility 
of traffic warning and other signs. Although a number mentioned ~edestrians 
within the general heading of safety and all counties were especially concerned 
about the hazards for children walking to school, the majority of counties 
either provided made-up footpaths where there was much pedestrian traffic, Or 
relied on pedestrians to create and maintain their own paths by use, or did not 
have a general problem with pedestrians. A small number of counties were 
concerned about making provision for horse riders but in one county there was 
an antipathy to horses because of the damage that they did to the verge. 
Several counties attached importance to the psychological effects on drivers 
of a feeling of enclosure from vegetation crowding in on the carriageway and 
the actual danger of damage to paintwork of vehicles especially by woody 
vegetation, leading motorists to keep to the centre of the road. Clear delinea- 
tion of the edge of the highway and revealment of obstacles in the case of 
motorists running-off the carriageway onto the verge were further points 
mentioned. 
Whilst there is no doubt about the safety aspects of kerb revealment, sight- 
lines at dangerous bends and junctions and the clearance of road signs, the 
general contribution of roadside grass mowing to safety is an article of faith 
rather than an established fact. Mr. Jenner (1969 and private communications), 
the County Surveyor of Hampshire, reporting on the Hampshire County Council 
policy not to cut roadside verges in 1968, stated that he and the Chief Constable 
were satisfied that there was no increase in the accident rate in the County in 
that year on that account. They thought in fact that people tended to drive more 
carefully when the visibility was restricted by uncut vegetation. Nevertheless, 
whilst there had not been an actual increase in the accident rate, they thought 
restricted visibility on roads with already substandard alignments could increase 
the risk of accident. Standards of alignment of roads are relative to the speed 
of the traffic using them, and in many country roads it might be argued that by 
increasing the standard the Authority is only inviting the motorist to go faster 
and increase for other reasons the risk and severity of collisions. Similarly 
an analysis of accidents by the Police in Gloucestershire in 1971 did not indicate 
that long grass obstructing visibility was a contributing factor in any accident 
(pers. comm.). 
I 
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The purpose of these  remarks is not t o  suggest t h a t  s a f e t y  is not an 
I 
important reason f o r  managing road verges, but r a t h e r  t h a t  an u n c r i t i c a l  
assumption t h a t  mowing verges is esseneia l  t o  s a f e t y  may not always be 
t rue .  
I 
Engineering I 
In purely engineering terms, t h e  management of road verges would be 
concerned with maintaining t h e  s t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  road formation, and pr imar i ly  
with ques t ions  of su r face  and subsurface drainage. 
t 
Although 20 count ies  gave drainage a s  a reason f o r  c u t t i n g  roads ide  
vegeta t ion   able 3 ) ,  another  20 d id  not consider  t h i s  a f a c t o r  and were more 
I 
concerned about keeping t h e i r  drainage g r i p s  and channels c l e a r  by o the r  
methods. It is a matter  o f  observat ion t h a t  mowing machines o f t e n  r i d e  over 
I 
and m i s s  t h e  s i d e s  of drainage g r i p s  and channels leaving long t u f t s  of 
vegetat ion.  Consequently ord inary  mowing may con t r ibu te  l i t t l e  t o  water 
I 
movement. It is l i k e l y  t h a t  seve ra l  of t h e  20 count ies  who d id  give drainage 
a s  a reason were i n  f a c t  th inking more s p e c i f i c a l l y  of channel c learance  a s  
I 
a management operat ion,  a s  opposed t o  grass  mowing. However, t h e r e  w e r e  s i x  
count ies  who mentioned the  advantage of l e t t i n g  a i r  and l i g h t  i n t o  t h e  highway I 
t o  he lp  keep it d r y  and t h i s  could be a useful aspect  of mowing. Two count ies  
noted blocking of p ipes  by r o o t s ;  o the r  count ies  mentioned t h e  e f f e c t s  of 
vegeta t ion  e x t r a c t i n g  sub-soi l  water i n  t h e  course of growth. Eleven count ies  
I 
described problems with accumulation of c u t  vegeta t ion  blocking d ra ins ;  one 
s a i d  t h i s  problem d i d  not occur with f l a i l  c u t t i n g s ,  another  s a i d  t h a t  f l a i l  
I 
c u t t i n g s  were l e s s  of a problem than haymower c u t t i n g s ,  two o t h e r s  s a i d  t h a t  
f l a i l  c u t t i n g s  were much more troublesome than  those  from t h e  haymower. I n  
I 
connection with t h e  drainage of t h e  verge i t s e l f  one county noted how much 
more d i f f i c u l t  w e t  verges were t o  c u t  than dry ones, although with s i d e  mounted I 
mowing machines t h i s  was l e s s  of a problem as t h e  t r a c t o r  i t s e l f  d id  not 
necessa r i ly  have t o  t r a v e l  over t h e  w e t  ground. 
Although not  s p e c i f i c a l l y  mentioned, one of t h e  engineering funct ions of 
1 
roads ide  vegeta t ion  is t h e  con t ro l  of e ros ion  by binding t h e  formation together .  
P l a n t s  with d i f f e r e n t  roo t ing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  have varying importance i n  t h i s  
I 
r e spec t  and management t o  encourage a wide v a r i e t y  of p l a n t s  ranging from deep 
t a p  rooted species  t o  wide spreading f i b r o u s  rooted ones would give maximum 
I 
support. Management of newly sown a reas  following road improvement is recommended 
with t h i s  ob jec t  i n  mind a t  a period when t h e  formation may be e s p e c i a l l y  l i a b l e  
I 
t o  e ros ion  (DOE Technical Memorandum ~ 5 / 6 8 ) .  I 
I 
I 
Fig.1. Mileages of wholly maintained County Council roads / 
Fire and snow control were other highway reasons given. Only one county 
mentioned fire as a hazard from uncut vegetation in dry periods. Although 
roadside fires 40 occur their occurrence is relatively rare and so unpredictable 
that fire prevention is not a prime reason (as it is for instance in parts of 
~merica) for grass cutting in Britain. 
Nine counties mentioned snow in connection with verges, but only two gave 
it as a reason for cutting vegetation: both were Welsh upland counties. One 
county found on moorland roads that rushes (~uncus spp.) were particularly 
associated with anchoring snow and starting drifts. Generally verges were 
found useful for banking up snow from the carriageway and in one county this 
was given as an ancillary reason for widening verges. Two counties mentioned 
damage to verges (and particularly kerbs) from snow ploughs and the need to 
reconstitute affected areas. 
AMENITY 
Amenity in one form or another was discussed by all the speakers at the 
1969 symposium (Way, 1969) in London and at a second symposium in Edinburgh in 
1970 (way, 1970~). A wide range of opinion was expressed as to what constituted 
amenity, but it did seem that'what was appropriate'should be applied to built up 
areas, whilst 'natural development'was desirable for rural roads in the country- 
side. General criticism revolved around the extension of suburban standards of 
tidiness into rural areas, and applied to major roads as much as to minor ones. 
It is assumed that the aims of amenity management are threefold: 
(a) to provide a pleasant appearance in the context of the surrounding 
areas ; 
(b) for recreational use by walkers, horse riders, picnickers, naturalists, 
where appropriate and also nesting areas for pheasant, and other game; 
(c) for control of litter. 
From Table 3, 36 counties mentioned amenity as a reason for cutting vegetation 
including five who gave it as the main reason for doing so with greater priority 
than safety. Thirteen counties, however, either did not think that amenity was 
an economic reason for management or were only concerned with it in built up 
areas. In order to catch the flavour of this very subjective topic some edited 
comments are given (numbers of counties, where more than one, expressing the 
same view, in brackets) on the question of amenity as a reason for management: 
(a) Keep in perspective (3) 
(b) Requirements vary with the place ( 2 )  
(c) Only in built-up areas 
(d) The most important reason ( 5 )  Stressed as a reason 
(e) Not a country/rural problem (8) 
(f) A consideration, not a reason. Not a factor ( 4 )  
(g) Tidiness not wildflowers (8) No public pressure for wild flowers 
Not necessarily tidiness ( 3 )  except possibly on motorways complimented 
for leaving flowers 
Encourage spring flowers. Don't try to make a lawn (2) 
Appearance and amenity includes 'weeds'. 
Matter of cost, would like to cut more. Uncut areas at back of verge 
look 'scruffy'. 
Close mown grass = tidiness = view of.the public and the traveller. 
Houseproud, pride in neat and tidy appearance (3 )  
Tourist area (4). Keep tidy, cut right back, looks neater. 
Not a parks department. Amenity cutting kept to a minimum. 
Aim to keep as natural as possible in rural areas. 
Pressure from urban and suburban people coming out to live in the 
country to keep the verges tidy. 
Country people complaining about untidy verges. 
Mainly country people complaining about loss of wild flowers 
Avoid disturbance of pheasants' nests (5) and local landowners 
Litter control (2) Tidy verges remain tidy. 
Fanners want on verges (wildflowers etc.) what they have lost in 
their own fields. 
and to sum the situation up: 
(w) Give a pleasant impression. Road to fit the surroundings. 
(x) The public expects road verges to be cut and the Highway Department 
would consider that good enough. 
In built-up areas the problems of hay-fever sufferers might well be considered 
under this heading, though whether they would regard the control of pollen 
production by cutting in June an amenity or a necessity, is debatable. However, 
control of grass for this purpose is only a practical possibility in built-up 
areas and villages. 
Clearly there are amenity reasons for managing roadside verges, even if they 
are interpreted differently by different people. However, this does imply active 
management as for engineering purpoaes, with an assessment of the differing 
aspects of amenity appropriate to different areas, including natural developneat 
in its place, just as much as tidiness. 
WEED CONTROL 
Weeds as undesirable plants on roadsides fall into three categories: 
(i) highway weeds obscuring sightlines and signs. Plants that encroach 
onto the carriageway or damage it, 
(ii) agricultural weeds and the statutory obligations under the Weeds Act 
(19591, 
(iii) amenity weeds that are considered unsightly, e.g. hogweed (Heracleum 
or likely to invade gardens, e.g. dandelions (Taraxacum 
Highway weeds 
These are specifically tall growing plants that can cause a visibility hazard, 
of which cow parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris) was mentioned by 27 counties, nettles 
(Urtica dioica)(including an element of unsightliness) by 14, hogweed (~eracleum 
sphondylium) (also considered unsightly) mentioned by five counties, hemlock 
(Conium maculatum) by three counties and rosebay willow herb (Chamaenerion 
angustifolium) by four counties. Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum), an 
aggressive potential problem plant, was mentioned by two South Wales counties. 
Other plants that were mentioned by name as highway weeds were in fact objected 
to on some other sort of amenity ground or supposed public dislike. These 
included meadow sweet (~ilipendula ulmaria), brambles (Rubus -s~p.1, docks 
(= spp.), poppy (Papaver spp.), charlock (~ina~is arvensis), dandelion 
(Taraxacum off icinale) and coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara). 
Agricultural weeds 
The problem of roadsides as a source of agricultural weeds and the economic 
significance of any that do occur is discussed elsewhere (chancellor 1969, Way 
1970). The relevance of the statutory obligations of the 1959 Weeds Act in 
respect of docks (~umex crispus and R. obtusifolius), thistles (Cirsium vulgare 
and C. arvense) and ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) as problem agricultural weeds 
in 1973 is criticised. It is argued on ecological grounds that the cutting of 
roadside verges has no influence on the weed flora of agricultural land over 
the country as a whole, although in specific and very local areas or in the 
neighbourhood of high value seed crops, weed control on roadsides would be in 
the interests of good husbandry. 
Nine counties gave control of agricultural weeds generally as a priority 
reason for cutting roadsides and twenty four counties gave the statutory 
provisions of the 1959 Weeds Act specifically as the reason (totals in Table 3 ) .  
Within these totals eleven counties gave weeds generally and seven counties the 
Weeds Act as a consideration for management. Nine counties did not consider 
weed control a reason for cutting roadsides, including one county which had no 
sympathy for farmers on this question. In connection with the Weeds Act, 
twenty four counties mentioned docks, sixteen mentioned thistles and thirteen 
ragwort as the species about which they received complaints. 
Amenity weeds 
There are a number of plants such as docks, mugwort (Artemesia vulgaris) 
and hogweed that are considered by sections of the public as being unsightly; 
and others such as dandelion as being traditionally and uncritically as weeds, 
or such as nettles as being dangerous. A number of highway departments 
considered that they had a duty to control plants of this sort, especially 
in the vicinity of built-up areas, as part of their public relations and that 
this was another reason for roadside management. 
Whereas certain plants in certain places are undesirable or cause a hazard, 
this should not in the 20th Century brand them as universally objectionable. 
The question of what is or is not a weed under given circumstances is still 
treated highly subjectively, whereas there would be advantages if the existing 
knowledge about the characteristics of these plants were applied objectively. 
This applies particularly in relation to agricultural weeds and to 'amenity' 
weeds as described above. 
CONSERVATION 
Whereas ten or even five years ago it would have been unusual (but m t  
impossible) to find a County Highway Department that considered or was 
sympathetic to wildlife conservation as a factor in roadside management, it 
was encouraging in 1972 to discover a wide measure of interest in conservation 
as a useful function of the land associated with highways. 
Eleven counties (Cambridgeshire, Devonshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, 
Kent, Leicestershire, Surrey, West Sussex, Worcestershire, North Riding and 
West Riding of Yorkshire) had policy documents, minutes of County Council and 
Departmental meetings or instructions to mower operators, that specifically 
referred to conservation. It is possible that other counties also had similar 
documents which were not available at the time of the survey. In addition the 
majority of counties had some degree of liaison with the County Naturalists' 
Trust and arrangements for protecting sites of particular wildlife interest. 
The importance of areas such as roadsides in the conservation of wild 
plants and animals has been widely recognised by the public as well as by 
ecologists, and was discussed by a number of authors at the symposia on Road 
Verges already referred to; in discussing the importance for Conservation 
generally of these areas, emphasis was placed on management. It follows, 
ipso facto, that the interests of wildlife conservation are further reasons 
for the sympathetic management of roadside verges by Highway Departments. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
In formulating their verge maintenance programmes counties are clearly 
influenced by what people (either in organisations, or individually) say they 
want. Where there is a conflict of interests, grounds for taking one course 
of action or another are necessary. In so far as the wishes of the people can 
be identified, satisfying public opinion is a good reason for managing roadsides. 
It has been said that conservationists want the verges left alone, town 
dwellers want them kept as lawns, farmers want them cultivated, and Highway 
Departments want to save cash. Whilst in practice there is not quite this 
degree of polarisation of ideas between the different interests, Highway 
Departments do receive two basic complaints from the public: either there 
is too much cutting or too little. These views are expressed either through 
organisations or by individuals. Organisations (e.g. AA, RAC, CPRE, CPRW, 
NFU, Naturalists' Trusts) tend to work through the County Highways headquarters, 
whilst individuals also do this, or else approach the ~rea/~ivisional sweyor 
direct. However, it should be noted that in any county the number of complaints 
in any one season may number fewer than a dozen unless a really controversial 
policy is adopted, such as the non-management policy of Hampshire in 1968, when 
there may be a great deal of comment both by individuals and by organisations. 
In general there is greater public pressure for more cutting rather than 
less, and although much of this is probably related to tidiness in built up 
areas, there may be an undercurrent of public feeling that tidiness should also 
be extended into the countryside, allied with concern for safety, more often 
expressed by country dwellers themselves. Parish Councils are active in 
demanding high standards, although there appears to be an element of competitive- 
ness, one Parish complaining when it finds that another Parish's roads have been 
cut before its own. 
Whilst complaints of insufficient cutting tend to be associated with built 
up areas or local safety hazards on sight lines, complaints of too much cutting 
tend to be more concerned with the general treatment of verges in the country- 
side, and the effects of this on natural development and wildlife. The transforma- 
tion of a lushly growing, colourful area into a brown mulch of cut vegetation 
calls for a great deal more comment than is ever expressed in formal communications 
to Highway Departments. It is also, possibly, easier to comment on something 
that has not been done rather than in the negative sense about something that has 
been done. For this reason complaints about over-cutting are confined to a 
relatively small number of correspondents. 
Whilst the complaints of individuals very often receive more attention than 
is generally realised, the comments and constructive suggestions of organisations, 
as representing a greater number of people and often resulting from public 
discussion, are more valuable to Highway Departments. 
Farmers represent a special case in the countryside, Because they are 
responsible for the look of so much of the land (urban dwellers have generally 
no responsibility in this way) they can be forgiven for being concerned about 
adjacent areas not under their control. Farmers' interests in roadsides are 
shown below under a number of headings with the numbers in brackets of counties 
in which a particular factor was mentioned by the Highway Department as having 
been the subject of discussion. 
Weeds (22) 
Physical access to hedges and ditches for management (13) 
Sightlines to farm and field entrances and safety in general for 
pedestrians and farm traffic ( 6 )  
Use for haymaking or grazing ( 6 )  
Use as potential cultivatable land (including encroachment) ( 5 )  
Use as areas for dumping (storing) sugar beet, dung, etc. (2) 
In most counties the NFU (National Farmers Union) handle general complaints on 
the part of farmers, but in fact only six counties mentioned specific liaison 
over roadsides with the local NFU so that it can be assumed that roadside 
management is not a very pressing problem with farmers at county level. 
SUMMARY 
Table 4 has been drawn up to summarise the principle points dealt with in 
this chapter, and to suggest the importance that might be given to the various 
factors. 
Table 4. Suggested prioritiea that night be given to stated reasor. for roadside verge management. 
A general assessment based on practical and economic consideratione. 
Catsgory Wain reason Good reason ~eason Consideration Not a pod reason 
Traffic and Safety, especially: Drainage To eliminate fire hasards. 
Engineerina i. naintenancs of aightlines Erosion control To provide a place for s n a  
and revealment of traffic bmking. 
signs. Pedestrian refuge To provide a pull-off for 
vehicles. 
ii. Delineation of the TO encounge pedestrians rnd 
highway. horne-riders to keep out of 
iii. Control of encroachment the way of traffic. 
of vegetation 0"t0/i"t0 the 
carrianarar. 
i. Tidiness and litter Encourawent of attractive 
control in built-up areas. wild plants and natural 
ii. Maintenance of a pleasent in 
and natural appearance in 
r v a 1  areas. 
To provide opportunities far Attempts to achieve suburban 
recreatio~l walking, pisnick- atmdards of tidineaa in rural 
ing etc. BrSLLB. 
For horse riding. 
For recreational parking of 
vehicles and earsvans(if 
approved U) a uee of the 
g'eund). 
Weed control Control of local severe Control of weeds in early To control tall growing high- To comply with the pravisiona General attempts to control 
infestation of agricultural years of eatabli~hment of ray reeda. of the Weed. Act (1959). urvlpecificd agricultvral weeds. 
reeds in vicinity of high B new sward following m a d  
valve crops. improvaents stc. 
Wildlife To provide positive management 
Comervation for wildlife comervetion aa a 
useful function of the land. 
i. For public relations TO meet reamneble complaints TO -st reasonable complaints To meet vnspesilied cwlainto 
generally. from organisetiona. made by individuals. about untidineaa, or unspecified 
ii. To help farmers xith field colplaints of reeds, unattractive 
sntrences and rooess to hedges plants, ~ i s o n o u s  plants and 
and ditches for maintenance. 'hurtful' plant. (e.g. nettle.). 
-- 
CHAPTER 3. MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PRACTICES 
This chapter out l ines  the various management po l ic ies  and pract ices  for  
grasscutting on the  roadside verges of roada in  rural areas of England 
and Wales. In Table 5 (pages 2247) a synopsis of information from the 58 
counties is presented, grouped so f a r  a s  possible i n  terms of t he  treatment of 
the d i f fe ren t  classes of road i n  decreasing order of pr ior i ty .  It w i l l  be seen 
tha t  management po l ic ies  vary widely between the counties, and also within t he  
th i r teen  subgroups identified. Looking at t he  var ie ty  of programmes f o r  Trunk 
and Principal roads (or i n  some instances Trunk roads only) (Table 6, page 28) 
it w i l l  be seen tha t  there  are  a t  l ea s t  eighteen different  timings, frequencies 
and widths of verge cut t ing for  these classes of road alone, not including the 
ten counties i n  group 19 tha t  do not f i t  in to  any of the other groups. An 
attempt has been made t o  produce a similar t ab l e  for  Class I11 and Unclassified 
roads but t h i s  became so complicated as  t o  be qu i te  unreal is t ic .  The conclusion 
t o  be drawn from t h i s  great var ie ty  of methods of verge maintenance may be, tha t  
up t o  very recently,  control of vegetation has not been a subject  for  more than 
a moderate degree of management concern. However, now tha t  the  management of 
roadsides is becoming a more sophisticated operation, compared t o  the  previously 
autonomous a c t i v i t i e s  of t h e  lengthsmen o r  the  haphazard operations of small 
farmers on contract , the s i tua t ion  is changing. 
In 1972 it was evident tha t  some counties (Table 5) exercised s t r i c t  central  
control from the  Highway Department's headquarters, whilst in  other counties 
responsibi l i ty  was almost completely delegated t o  Divisional o r  Area Surveyors 
t o  discharge within t he  l i m i t s  of t h e i r  budgets. With the introduction of Bonus 
Incentive Schemes, Work Study and programming of work (see a lso Chapter 4) there  
is l i ke ly  t o  be an increasing amount of central  control although t h i s  w i l l  s t i l l  
have t o  be interpreted on the ground according t o  vagaries of weather, ava i l ab i l i t y  
of labour and machines and the  actual  need f o r  grass cutting. Central control 
becomes more complex i n  those counties t h a t  have widely varying topography or  
land use, as  f o r  example between coastal  areas and high moorlands, o r  holiday 
areas and areas of intensive agriculture. There w i l l  always, therefore,  be a 
s ignif icant  degree of delegation from Central Headquarters t o  Divisions and scope 
for  interpreta t ion by the of f icers  in  charge of them. It w i l l ,  consequently be 
necessary tha t  a sympathetic understanding of the  various c r i t e r i a  for  management 
is shared not only between headquarters s t a f f ,  but a lso between the  managers and 
work people d i rec t ly  concerned with the work on the ground. In addition where 
cost/benefit assessments a r e  made and applied t o  Incentive Schemes, it w i l l  be 
important t ha t  concern about costs  is not allowed t o  override judgements about 
the  varying levels  and qual i ty  of the  benefits. Incentive Schemes tend t o  encourage 
quantity of product but not qual i ty ,  unless there  is a higher level of supervision 
than is normally possible f o r  such work a s  roadside grass cutting. 
I t  w i l l  be seen from Tables 5 and 6 tha t ,  i n  s p i t e  of some highly ~ u b l i c i s e d  
opinion, there  a r e  very few counties who use growth re tarder /select ive weedkiller 
sprays on a s ignif icant  sca le  (Gloucestershire, Staffordshire,  carmarthenshire) 
or on a more limited sca le  (Worcestershire, Breconshire, ~ l a m o r ~ a n )  on Trunk or  
County roads. Two qui te  extensive users of sprays (west Suffolk and  onm mouth shire) 
have recently (1972/1973) stopped or  very much reduced t h e i r  use. The subject is 
more f u l l y  discussed i n  Chapter 4. It w i l l  a lso  be seen t h a t  for  rura l  areas the  
majority of counties cut no more than three times on major roads and l e s s  
frequently, often only once a year, on minor roads. Many counties have adopted 
a policy of ' intensively'  managing only t h e  f i r s t  one o r  two swaths ( a  swath = 
the  cut t ing width of the  machine used) next t o  the carriageway with l e s s  frequent 
management of other areas,  even on Trunk roads. I t  w i l l  be seen for  instance i n  
Table 6 tha t  Groups 2 - 5 delay the  cut t ing of t h e  back verges u n t i l  the  autumn 
whilst others i n  Groups 6 - 8 never cut these areas unless a specif ic  problem 
ar ises .  Only Lincolnshire - Holland, Cheshire, Somerset and West Sussex* 
appeared t o  apply a ra ther  intense system of management; t he  former claimed t o  
have very wide verges and only t o  cut three swath widths on each occasion, whilst 
Cheshire, Somerset and West Sussex claimed t o  h a w  very narrow verges on twisting 
roads, where two swath widths might often be the whole extent of the  verge. It 
should be noted tha t  these programes only apply t o  rura l  areas,  and tha t  a l l  
counties emphasised the  p r i o r i t y  of maintaining s ight  l i ne s  on corners and a t  
intersections of a l l  c lasses  of road, so t h a t  these areas generally receive more 
intense management. However, Table 6 a l so  shows t h a t  for  Trunk and Principal 
roads many counties (Groups 9-11, 14-18) cut t he  whole verge i n  the  period June/ 
-
~ u l y / ~ u g u s t  during the time of greatest  growth and flowering of wild plants. It 
is no doubt t h i s  mid-season cut t ing of t h e  whole verge and destruction of stands 
of plants  i n  f u l l  flower t ha t  e l i c i t s  t he  majority of public complaint on amenity 
or  conservation grounds on roads of a l l  classes. 
There have been very great changes in  the  s t a tu s  and management of verges 
from the' t ime of t he  ear ly  use of chemical sprays i n  the ear ly  1950s, and the  
phasing out of t he  t r ad i t i ona l  lengthsmen and hay-mower machines i n  the  l a t e  
1950s and during the  1960s. It is probable tha t  over the next few years with 
changes i n  the  organisation of local  government, the need t o  economise on non- 
productive works and the  growing public awareness of t he  amenity and conservation 
*A d i f ferent  policy introduced i n  1973. 
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aspects of roadsides, that a more uniform and rational approach to management 
I 
will evolve. It is to be hoped that it will be possible then to follow the 
resulting policies consistently over many years so that the socially useful 
amenity and conservation attributes of verges can have a chance to develop 
naturally in the long term. It is not envisaged, necessarily desirable or even 
practical, that every Authority should follow exactly the same programme but it 
I 
is desirable that there should be some agreement over which practices are I 
beneficial, and which are not, and some greater understanding of their effects. 
It seems therefore, that after a twenty year period of considerable change, there 
is now the likelihood in the forseeable future of a period where the criteria for, 
I 
and methods of, grass control will not change very much. It will be important 
for the countryside that programmes of vegetation control to be practiced during 
this period are practical, economic and sympathetic to the natural as well as the 
I 
engineering features of the considerable acreage of land involved. At the 
present time, however, it is some measure of the fluidity of the situation that 
I 
seven Counties (Devonshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Warwickshire, West Suffolk, 
West Sussex and the North Riding of Yorkshire)have more or less altered their 
I 
progranmes for 1973 from that of 1972. I 
The following papers on roadside management have been issued by the Ministry 
of Transport and by the Department of the Environment. Circulars are issued as 
advice to Local Authorities in general, whilst Technical Memoranda are instructions 
I 
issued to agent authorities only. I 
August 1955 Circular 718 to all Highway Authorities. Advice on the subject 
of the use of phenoxyacetic acid based hormone weedkillers. 
Based on an agreement with the Nature Conservancy. I 
April 1956 Circular 726 to all Highway Authorities stressing dangers of 
spray drift from the use of weedkiller sprays and of damage 
to crops. I 
March 1965 Technical Memorandum T2/65 to agent authorities for Motorways 
and Trunk roads. Instructions for the establishment and 
maintenance of grass side slopes, verges and central reservations. 
Including standard maximum heights of vegetation and mowing 
frequencies required to achieve them. 
I 
- 1967 Circular Roads 45/67 to all Highway Authorities. Advice on the 
care and maintenance of trees and hedgerows so as to retain 
I 
amenities without endangering road users. 
September 1968 Technical Memorandum T5/68. Superseding T2/65 to agent 
authorities for Motorways and Trunk roads. More exact 
I 
instructions and details on the maintenance of established 
turf, and an the use of chemicals with reference to conservation 
of wildlife. 
I 
- 1970 Marshall Committee report on Highway Maintenance. Section 16 
to Appendix 1 "Standards for Amenity functions" include grass 
cutting. 
I 
July 1971 Letter HE 138/4/02 to Divisional Road Engineers (DOE), Welsh 
Office and Scottish Development Department stressing conservation 
value of roadside verges and requesting that this should be 
brought to the attention of Highway Authorities for consideration 
in the management of their roadsides. 
April 1971 Technical Memorandum ~4/71 to Agent Authorities for Motomays 
and Trunk roads. Instructions on the treatment of central 
reserves of dual carriageway roads, including management of 
grass. 
July 1973 Circular 90/73 to update circular 45/67 on the Inspection, 
Maintenance and Planting of Trees on rural roads. 
- 1973 Circular in preparation, updating the specific advice on the 
use of ~eedkiller/~rowth regulator sprays originally set out 
in Circular 718 of 1955, and giving advice on general aspects 
of roadside management, the frequency and time of cutting of 
grass. 
- 1973 Technical memorandum in preparation to update ~5/68. 
- 1973 Circular, in preparation (to amplify Circular 99/72 on 'Tree 
Planting Year 1973 ' ) on the Inspect ion, Maintenance and Planting 
of Trees on Urban roads (see Circular 90/73 above). 
Although a number of these papers were issued as instructions for the treatment 
of verges on Motorways and Trunk roads, it is evident from Table 6 (for Trunk roads) 
that they have been interpreted very widely and a similar situation obtains for 
Motomays (Way - report in preparation). 
In addition, an attempt was made in 1966 by the British Standards Institute 
to produce a British Standard for the maintenance of grassed areas, including 
different types of verges classified as 'fine', 'medium' and 'rough'. This 
Standard has not yet been published, partly through lack of interest from potential 
users (~ers com. ). 
Table 5. nanagsnent Of r w a 1  roadside verges by the county Council. of England and wales. grouped 
according t o  s im i l a r i t i e s  of approach on the  d i f fe rent  classes of road, 1972. 
GROUP A. TNnk roads t reated d i f fe rent ly  t o  other classes. 
COUNTY TRUm PRINCIPAL CLASS I1 CLASS 111 UNCLASSIPIEO 
1. KEMI net areae cut frequently t o  3 or 4 cuts. Keep f i r s t  swath t o  6 ins .  by cut in  April/Hay and again immediately following completion of f i r a t  round. can 
netailed policy "ith mad- keep t o  s maximum height of have a t h i r d  out following the  aecond. Fourth cut of the  whole verge September - November, or the  th i rd  cut e m  be delayed 
quarters control. 6 ins. ~ d s  cut once a year and be of the  whole verge i n  September - Norember period. A i m  t o  have a l l  verges i n  a t idy s t a t e  by beginninn of the 
*en comenient. ; 
YOECSHIRE. V. RmMG ) of level  up t o  A. Central reserves and areas between carriageray and footways. 2 cu t s  i n  Hay and Augupt/September. 8. netreen footwaT, or 
oetailed policy dram up 10 f t .  fra carriageray i n  carriageray (where N, footway) and ef fec t ive  boundary 2 cuts of one swath i n  Hay and Auguat/Septaber. other luerul, 
in 1968, revised in 1971. nay. July and *"gust/ including slopes. between ef fec t ive  and actual  boundarias l e f t  uncut o r  1 cut in  Auwst/September as appropriate. N* 
septe.ber. other areils 1 cut cutt ing in  m a 1  areas *ere grass ia  leas  than 9 ins. Slopes t o  be a l l  cut or not cut a t  a l l  t o  avoid a r t i f i c i a l  
but not i n  spring/early discontinuit ies.  Moorland roadverges not cut ,  often grazed. 
s-er. 
ANGLK5EY 2 whole ~ i d t h ,  uay .nd 2 cuts st a s t ,  start i n  May, f in i sh  in  August/SeptRlber. In f a c t  most verge. are banks. In many instance. rill m17 
~ u g u s t .  cut t h e  v i s i b i l i t y  splays and leave t h e  res t .  
~ F z X E S M I R E  3 cuta, of whole in A. ~n south and areas  of f a s t e r  grass worth.  Eaaentially 3 cuts: f i r s t  m a t h  -11 r-d in  u y ,  f i r s t  swath and 
~ 0 ~ ~ r a p h i o ~ 1 1 ~  rery varied Hay. ~une/July and August. areas cut i n  June. F i r s t  math again a l l  round i n  August and other areaa aa mcesaary for  safe ty  etc. Face- of bed* bsnka 
and no overall county -inlY for holiday t ra f f ic .  cut in  ~ ~ n e / J u l y .  8 .  s l a x e ~  growing areas and t he  North. Safety ereaa cut a t  the end of Hay. ~ 1 1  other areas, 1 cut 
policy. Left t o  Divisional s t a r t i ng  end of Jme  and taking nay be two months t o  get round a11 t he  roads, ea ame verge* not cut un t i l  ~ u g u ~ t .  
Surveyors diacration. 
2. S ~ I K .  YEST A. spray bM/24D, 18 miles of A. Spray &240 t o  50% of 2 or 3 cu ts  rul required of f i r s t  swath dvring s u e r .  m o l e  verge i n  September. local  
i 
h 197) it rss -=tad A451T). up t o  6 f t ,  both verges, e i t he r  3 f t .  or 6 it. use of wor th  re ta rder  on bends. W i l l  cut  r igh t  back t o  t he  boundary on m y  rord rt requeet 
t o  control growth by verges; rhola verge width i n  l ay  and e i t he r  respray i n  of Parish Councils. 
m t t i n g  and that  there  cut i n  a*-. June or cut  a t  a- ti-. 
"ill he no contract spnay- 8. R-ining mileage 2 cu ts ,  B. R-ining mileage 2 cu ts  
ing. ~ o c e l  applicatiolv one i n  s m e r  and one i n  f i r s t  i n  May or one swath and 
be mad. an ~ i ~ i b i l i t y  autumn o r  ae required. t he  whole vsrgs i n  the  
splays by d i rec t  labour. a u t m .  
Y E S ~ P J A N D  ~ ~ c l v d i n g  ammity C1 I maB 2 cuts, f i r s t  ma th  end of 1 cut of one math h u t  July/Aumst. Sole rorde never cut. Vide differencur i n  growth i n  
Controlled f m  i n  m e  Dis t r ic t .  2 or 3 my and second cut  of rhole d i f fe rent  parts of t he  Covnty and between lowlands md  uplands. 
Hendqwters. cuts  of t he  whole verge t o  verge i n  July/Auwst. 
=intain ~t a height of &-6 
in.. S ta r t  a t  and of nay in  
south of the  county and a 
b i t  l a t e r  in  the  north. 
C U O L & R ~ ~ I R I :  AII sprayed up t o  8 f t ,  A. %me spray-d with t he  I cut  per season as convenient. R o d s  generally VUY narrow. 
Controlled f r a  W24D, and cut  o m e  l a te r .  Trunk m h t  
~eadquartera. unaprayed p u t  of verge cut  8. others  1 cut i n  Jme, or 
me ti- of out of soraved a cuts i n  na~/Juna md  i n  
3. LINCOLN, LINDSEY 4 cute. P i r s t  th ree  of one Princi 1 3 cuts,  two of one Class I & I1 non-princioal 1 cu t  per year of r-ining verges ea canrsnient. 
~ t s r t  end -in i n  May, t h i rd  of zt cuta. two of one swath 
go on t o  fourth cut  in  Sept. 
0" one ocurs im (not 
neceseari1y the  l u r t )  eut  
whole r i d th  of verge. 
- ~~ ~~ 
4. NORTHUHBERL*MI ~ i g h t  reek cycle s t a r t i ng  i n  
working towards uarshall l a t e  b y .  continuing t o  Sept. 
b i t t e e  rsuaendations. (e.9. about 3 cu ts )  of f i r s t  
Controlled f r a  Had- 6 it. Remaining l e r e l  areas 
quarters  i n  accordance on t he  occasion of t he  second 
rith publ ihed  prognue. cut ,  and slopes and b& a t  
t he  ssve ti-. 
SHROPSHIRE 2 cuts ,  f u l l  width both 
Guided by Marshall times, f i r s t  i n  May and 
C o a i t t e e  recmendat ione  second when vegetation 
and W c i rcu lar  f5/68. reaches about 12 ins. 
wbole width in  September. md  a f i na l  f u l l  width cut 
every other year. 
A s  IT) except slopes and sixteen veer cycle for  f i r a t  6 f t .  (e.9. 1-2 cuts) .  s ide  1 cut of f i r s t  6 it. o r  as 
b- cut every second year; banCs t o  open ditches cut once 1 year, a l l  other areas required for  v is ib i l i ty .  
but side bsnka t o  ditches cut every other year. Side b& t o  open ditches 
Y-lY- 1 cut  per ye-; a11 other 
areas ever). th i rd  year. 
a cuts  of 2 swaths a= for  CI II and traff ioked c lass  111 also others i n  outtings, 2 I11 and Unelas~i f i sd  
(T).  ~ a c k  verge never cut ,  outs of one swath, in  m y  and subsequently as required. generally: 1 cut of the 
no problems. Back verges not cut. Width necsasary for  safety. 
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5.  G W R W  General ly  as o f t e n  as r equ i r ed  P r inc ipa l  roads  up t o  5 cuts at fow t o  s i x  weekly i n t e r v a l s  Non-principal. m s t l y  hedges and banks, 2 cuts; f i r s t  at 
County po l i cy  to c u t  as t o  avoid p icking up. Depends f o r  f l = t  areas .  start c u t t i n g  banks i n  mid-~ay. t h e  end or my/beginning ~ " n e ,  i n  ~ u g ~ ~ t / s ~ p t - b e r .  
o f t e n  as required  to avoid on which Divis ion,  e.g. E a s t  
having t o  p ick  up cu t t i ngs .  cut f o r t n i g h t l y  f r a o  f i r s t  
Otherwise l e f t  t o  Divis ion-  week of Apri l .  South and West 
a1  swveyor* d i s c r e t i on .  monthly, North l e s s  f requent-  
l y  er a s t 1 y  h i l l  .re- 
6. ESSEX 3 c u t s  of l e v e l  a r e a s  i n  May, 3 c u t s ,  f i r a t  two of one swath i n  Hay and July. Th i rd  c u t  of whole verge p o s s i b l y  i n  2 cu t s ,  f i r s t  of  s i g h t  l i ne s .  
County pol icy .  Ju ly ,  and end of season, September. and second one m a t h .  
mainly by contrac t .  ~ e n k a  b c k  rerpss not cut and 
uncut. aooarent1v no oroblems. 
m w  8. Trunr and P r i n c i p a l  roads treated d i f f e r e n t l y  to o t h e r  c l a s se s .  
C‘WNrY Tm,MK PRINCIPAL C U S S  I 1  CLASS I11 UNCLASSIFIED 
1. BEUFORD SHIRE 
CHESHIRE 
CUHBUlWND 
Gene ra l l y  a t  d i s c r e t i o n  
of  Area surveyor.  
UERBYSHIRE 
P o l i c y  governed by 1 i o i t a -  
t i o n  of reaourcer. 
DEVON SHIRE 
New po l i cy  docwen t  i n  
1979. Based on DOE 
racolvoenaations and r e p o r t  
of a working pa r ty  accepted 
by t h e  R o d s  Corn i t t e e  of  
t h e  C.C. 
D U W  
Gene ra l l y  dependa on t h e  
a v a i l a b i l i t y  of men and 
machines. 
GLDUCESTERSHIF2E 
Y o r k i n ~  toward Marshall  
committee recomendat ions .  
wide d i s c r e t i o n  l e f t  t o  
t h e  D iv i s iona l  Surveyors. 
HAMPSHIRE 
New p o l i c y  f o r  1973 r i t h  
emphasis on w i l d l i f e  
conserra t ion.  Dram up at 
a meeting of uivia iona1 
Surveyors and accepted by 
t h e  Highways Conni t tee  o f  
t h e  C.C. 
3 cuts. F i r s t  i n  May/J""~ of one m a t h ,  aeeond *ole verge  
i n  July, e s p e c i a l l y  t o  c o n t r o l  weeds. Third  i n  autumn of  
one math .  
3 cuts. F i r s t  in  l a t e  Apr i l  of one m a t h ,  second o f  whole 
verge and t h i r d  of one swath by t h e  end of Septeober. 
5 cute.  F i r s t  i n  Hay r h o l e  verge ,  a l s o  t h i r d  and  f i f t h  of 
whole uerge. Second and f o u r t h  cuts one m a t h  only. ~ i m  to
keep vege t a t i on  t o  6  ins. f o r  v i s i b i l i t y ;  a. roads o f t e n  
t w i s t i n g  e a s i e r  t o  c u t  whole ve rge  t h a n  be .e lec t ive .  
2 c u t s ,  at end Uilay/b/begirming o f  June and s ix -e igh t  reeks 
l a t e r ,  of f u l l  width b u t  depending on growth of g r a s .  
Most but not a l l  P r i n c i p a l  roads ,  and a l l  (T) rosda 
t r e a t e d  i n  t h i s  way. 
3 c u t s  on an e i g h t  second ="is of 
two swaths. f i n a l  cut i n  a u t m  of *ole verge. 
On new verges  aim t o  ma in t a in  vege t a t i on  a t  6 ins. t o  pronote  
good grass sward eotabl ishmsnt .   hereafter f i r s t  6 f t .  of  
vergee  and o e n t r a l  reserve ets. t o  be kept  t o  6 i n s ,  remain- 
i ng  a r e a s  t o  12  ins. by approx 6-8 and 12-16 reek c u t t i n g  
cyc l e s  respect ively .  s l o p e s  only t o  be cut  when needed f o r  
v i s i b i l i t y .  read control, r educ t ion  or f i r e  hazard, access 
t o  s t r u c t u r e s ,  a f t e r  d i e  back i n  t h e  a*-. 
2 cuta .  a i r a t  a t  end April/begi""ing of May of one 
swath. Second a l l  f l a t  a r e a a  c u t  back a t  a t ime denendin. 
on amount or growth, aiming t o  l e ave  t i d y  f o r  t h e  winter .  
A. S p r a ~  about half t h e  mi leage w i th  HH/24D o r  WMCPA 
6 f e e t  r i d e  i n  l a t e  ~ p r i l  o r  nay. ~ a . r  he re  t o  c u t  once 
before spraying i f  a p p l i c a t i o n  i e  delayed. 
B. 3 cute of  f i r s t  two swaths ( 6  it.). ~ a c k  verges  of  a l l  
areas c u t  i n  September o r  none yea r s  not a t  a l l .  
2 cuts: ~ l a t  verges one swath of 8 ft. v ide  by re- mounted 
f l a i l  s t a r t i n g  1 ~ u n e .  Remaining areas, c e n t r a l  reserves 
and d i t c h e s  a t  t ime a f  second cut b e o i m i n a  I Sentember. 
Bmks and nar row verges one swath of 4 it. r i t h  o idrounted 
f l a i l  beginning I ~ a y  (or two swaths i f  r equ i r ed ) .  second 
c u t  a l l  areas a f t e r  1 September. ~ n a c c e s a i b l e  areas t o  be 
l e f t  u m a g e d .  
E s s e n t i e l l y  t h e  .ma as more important road. but With l e s s  p r i o r i t y  and o r t e n  l e a s  
f requent ly .  Aim t o  c u t  all areas dur ing t h e  main growing season t o  con t ro l  weeds. 
2 cuta ,  f i r s t  or one m a t h  & r i n g  l a t e  spring/suler, second of  the *ole r i d t h  i n  autumn. 
4 cu t e  i f  start i n  nay, o r  3 i f  st-t i n  June. Earl) c u t e  of one swath only ,  f i n a l  c u t  i n  
Septmber/Octobar of whole verge. But note t h a t  some h i l l  roads very narrow or remote and 
a r e  r a r e l y  if ever cut .  
Genera l ly  one swath 1 o r  2 c u t s  per year on a cyc l e  With lore important rwd .  having 
p r i o r i t y ,  but at t h e  d i s c r e t i o n  of t h e  Area Surveyors rho a l s o  apply  t h e i r  d i s c r e t i o n  
t o  o u t t i n g  of back verges ,  some o r  which never g e t  cut. I" h i l l  areas l a &  o r  growth 
and grazing combine t o  g ive  con t ro l  i n  many places .  
2 c u t s  of  txo swaths on a twelve  week cycle.  Every second year  one of t h e  cuts rill be of 
t h e  "hole verge. Thus h a l f  the mileage of verges  are intended t o  be c u t  f u l l  Width each 
year. 
3 cu t s ,  f i r s t  of  one swath i n  April/June, second of up to two s r s t h s  i f  neces sa ry  i n  June/ 
September, and t h i r d  i n  September onwards whole r i d t h  of a l l  f l a t  verger. Banks and hedges 
only  cut  f o r  v i s i b i l i t y  o r  o t h e r  s t r i c t l y  highway purposes. 
z cuts, " i t h  some very minor roads having I cut in the  period J W ~ / J U I Y .  one swath 
only  as a rule but c u t  remaining areas every two o r  three yeare  t o  con t ro l  woody grovth  
and g ive  access f o r  d i t c h  c leaning e t c .  
1 o r  2 c u t s  i n  e a r l y  s-er and again  i n  t h e  autumn usua l ly  of one m a t h .  Back verge not 
cut .  No genera, app1 ice t i on  of  ches i ca l  spray* on these roads. 
z cut. F i r s t  of  one (or t w o  if necessary) swath s t a r t i n g  1 May with  midmounted f l a i l  or 
here economic an  8 f f .  on f l a t  areas with  rear f l a i l .  'second cu t  fo l lowing 
t h e  f i r s t  of  r h o l e  verge  going as c l o s e  as p o s s i b l e  t o  hedges and d i t c h e s  without damaging 
then. 
UNCISHIRE 
Varied topography. No 
overall policy except to 
niniaise expenditure. 
LEICESTERSHIRE 
County instructions 
based on Marshall 
Collittsa rec-endationa. 
LINCOLN - KESTEVEN 
TRUNX PRINCIPAL C U S S  I1 C U S S  111 UNCUSSIFlEO 
2 cuta. start in June. 
4 cuts or ae required to keep the first srath down to 6 ins. 
in height from Hay to September. Remainder of verge I or 2 
cuts, in Way and in e u t m  to keep vegetation to 12 ins. 
A. AI(T) 5 cutr, =re., between ~prii and octobar. 
B. Others, 3 euts, late April/May, June and autunn, one 
swath. Remainder of verge no management until necessary 
and may& none et a11 in am siren season. 
-- ~ -- 
1 cut except for role very minor roads h e r e  there -y be no cutting in any given 
cutting is mainly for reed control and nuat be done by 1st of *"gust. start late 
as possible to save money, but actual date may depend on tho state the vegetation was left 
in at the end of the previous year. Special probles exist in the ~ & e  District. 
2 cuts or first swath in Hay and in aut- to keep height d o m  to 12 ins. Reaainder L cut, 
In a w t m ,  after dispersal of eeed or wild plants. cuttings and embmkmentr generally kept 
to 12 ins. In general prmitted marim- height of vegetation related to traffic density 
the road. 
2 cuts, of one swath, beginning after the more immrtant roads have had their first cut, 
usually end of Mey or into June and second in the autuon. ~ a c k  vergea nothing until some- 
thing is necessary. 
sT*rTURDSHlRE Spray plus 2 or 3 cuts. Hay apply additional spray in the 2 cuts, in early summer of one srath, and whole verge later in septeber. "ill if 
~hird the whole verge, but sprays and other thought appropriate. 
of 6-8 ft. "idth. sprays have been used for 10 years 
OF more. 
S U P m  - EAST 3 CY~S, starting in ~ ~ ~ i l  -d ending in September. First 3 cuts if possible, with last cut of *Is verge. If a mole width cut not possible in any 
two of one swath, final cut of whole verge. On dual one year on a particular road, then it will get priority for cutting whole riath tha "ext 
carriageray ro- keep vegetation to 4-6 i ~ .  Y-. 
SUSSEX - EAST 3 cute. First in may of one swath, second in July of whole Following the flrrt cut of major m a d s  cut other r-da =ither 4 full width, or b) one 
verge m d  third in September of one swath. *ale verge cut only. As cycle continues, vergea may get UP to 3 cuts but those that were only cut one 
in ~ u l y  as machinee have difficulty with dense vegetation swath early on, will not have back verge= cut unless there is a serious complaint about 
later in the year. weeds, untidiness, etc. Decision to cut whola verge or only one swath made on ~ i ~ h x a y  
safety and engineering criteria only. 
w*WlCKSHIRE A. Spray 16 milea selected by-pasees and central reservations 2 or 3 cuts. If only tm cuts, the r e c d  rill be of whole verge in the aut- rather than 
~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ r ~ r ~  foi- with m/240 in and again in ~ u n e  to obviate cutting. during the aumer. 
lowing work study Began in 1968 with spraying of areas difficult/dangerous of 
investigations. policy aceesa but have extended applications to adjoining areas as 
under dias"..lon With the opportunity arose. 
view to possible changes. 8 .  3 cuts of r a i n i n g  mileage, first in ~ay/June of one 
swath, of "hole verge in JU~Y/AUSUS~ and third to 
tidy-up in the sutuol. 
WRCESTERSHIRE A. spray 15% of ~ i t h  m/240 late ~ ~ i v b a g i m i n g  of z cuts of one era% 6s- verges gerrraily left uncut. 
Hay, Plus a cut later if required. 
~ ~ 
8 .  2 or 3 cuts ~t-ting in May of n 6 it. swath. Baok 
verge* cut in the autunn. 
YOPKSHIRE - E. RIDING 2 cuts. first in m v  of one srath. second of whole verge in 2 cuts on priority basis efter principal roads, first cut of one swath. awond of *hole 
YOKSHIRE - N. RIDING 
Based on MOT Technical 
m a  T5/68, DoE rmo H4/71 
and reemdetions of the 
HnrSha11 Camittee. 
Headquartere control. 
ERECDtSHIRB 
~iriaional Surveyors have 
ride discretion. 
August, cute With the "+,ole verge cut in .id-a-er and 
one Math otherrise. 
1 cut of ordinary vergsa of dual carriagwaya, central 
reserves and erne of the wider verges of rural principal 
roads. otherwise front "erge to 6 ins. in height 
and back verge to 12 ins. by cutting as required. om 
moorland roads only one math aaintsined and this to be 
kept to 12 ins. in height. 
a. spray about 150 milea of verge MH/z~D in spring and 
again later if required. 
8 .  I cuts, whole verge in early-mid nay, ~ u l y  and aut-. 
verge. Some m y  not get the second cut in a particular year and so will get priority in 
the next year. Scrub rill be allowed to develop up to 5 it. f r a  the carriageray. %me 
very minor roada .ay not get their rerges cut at all in a particular year. 
maintain to matiam or 12 ins. in height generally by 2 cuts, first of one swath in M..Y/Ju~~ 
end second of "hole verge in August. Moorlend roeas one swath only, 2 outs to control weeds. 
m e r e  practicable 1-3 cuts per year, normtlly whole of flat areas. Dates or cutting 
depending on availability of machines and to some ~xtent on requiremanta of nesting birds, 
flowering plants etc. mite large areas of steep banks, c m o n  land etc. "here no lunage- 
lent is carriee ~ut. 
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2. SMERSET C c u t s  of t h e  whole verge (but verges tend t o  be narrow) 
Cut t i ng  pol icy  evolved i n  s t a r t i n g  i n  Apr i l  and going on u n t i l  Beptmber /Jc tober  i n  
1963. a 5-6 re& cycle.  K~~~ height  of vegeta t ion to about  9 
ins. F ina l  c u t  mainly t o  t i d y  u p  for the winter.  
SUSSEX - YEBT 6 cuts o f  whole verge  i n  * p r i l / b y  and f i n i s h  i n  september 
Evolving a new c l a s s i f i c a -  on s 4 week cycle .  
t i o n  of road. With minimm 
maintenance far t h e  lowest  
ca tegary .  Radical change 
of p o l i c y  t o  be in t roduced 
i n  1973. 
RAINOR General ly  3 c u t s ,  whole verge on each ocaaaion. F i r s t  cut 
Largely  l e f t  t o  d i s c r e t i o n  i n  n a y / ~ u ~ e ,  o the r8  as required .  c u t t i n g  s t a r t s  e a r l i e r  
of Divis ional  surveyors.  i n  t h e  e e s t e r n  val leye .  on high ground very  l i t t l e  g r a t h  
M d  usually only  one c u t  per  year required .  
3. RUCKINGUMSHIRE 3 c u t e  of t w o  swaths,  w i th  t h e  bac* verge c u t  saaet ime a f t e r  
Ove ra l l  neadquar ters  June, uellillly i n  August. 
c o n t r o l  but r i d e  d i s c r e t i o n  
l e f t  to uivirion.1 survey- 
or=. 
CORNWALL 3 c u t s  of two f i r a t  between end of ~ p ~ i l / b ~ ~ i " ~ i " ~  
~ o u n t y  pol icy  based on of ~une, aecsnd i n  J U ~ ~ / J U I Y ,  t h i rd  in 
Hnrahal l  C a r i t t e e  R e ~ i n i n g  areas not m ~ a g e d  though lo;ogr-e on ly  d a t e s  f r a  
reco-ndetions. 1971 so imy h v e  e m p l a i n t s  i n  the future .  
HERENRn 3 cuts .  F i r a t  i n  May/June ~d second i n  July of t w o  swaths,  
Working t m e r d n  recomenda- t h i r d  i n  September gene ra l l y  of whole verge. These roads  
t i o n s  or t h e  Marshall  have p r i o r i t y  f o r  use of c u t t i n g  machines. 
Corn i t t e e .  
HUNI INGDDNSHIRE 3 cu t s .  F i r s t  i n  Play of one s a t h ,  second and t h i r d  l a t e r ,  
Working toxilrds reconnenda- both of  *ole verge. (On t h e  Al(T) c u t  a l l  f l a t  a r e a s  on 
t i o n s  o f  the Warshall  each occasion).  
committee. 
LINCOLN - HOL- 3 or 4 c u t s  of  t h r e e  o r  f o u r  swaths to  keep down t o  a maximum 
Overa l l  control i n f luenced  o f  12  ins. Reminder  o f  verge only c u t  by r eques t ,  mainly 
by Agr icu l tu r a l  considera-  for reed con t ro l .  
t ions .  
NORFOLK hro swath width kep t  t o  maximun height  of  6 i n s ,  r ema inde~  
Based o n  MOT Technical  t o  12 ins. by c u t t i n g  as and when necessary. 
meao T5/68 and Harehal l  
committee rec-na.tion.3. 
D i sc re t i on  left t o  
D iv i s iona l  Surveyors. 
CAROIGIVISIIIRE 3 cu t s .  F i r s t  i n  May and t h i r d  i n  late sumer/autm o f  f u l l  
width. I n t e r n e d i a t e  c u t  o r  one swath only. 
2 cuts Of "hole verge. F i r s t  2 c u t s  gene ra l l y  but done on a p r i o r i t y  b a s i s  so t h a t  some 
in  May/June a f t e r  P r i n s i w l s  minor roads w i l l  ge t  f i r s t  cut after second cut of  other 
ccsptete, second i n  t h e  roads. 
autumn. lledqes and b& - 
1 cut  up t o  8 f t .  he igh t  i f  
w i th in  6 f t .  of t h e  carr iage-  
"Y. 
6 cut*: 5 of a s i n g l e  4 cuts: 3 of a s ingle  swath and a f i n a l  whole width cut at 
."d n f i n a l  whole Width cut the end of t h e  season. Roads i n  deep c u t t i n g s  Left " i t h  
at t h e  end o r  t h e  season. slope. "ruM.ged snd na tu ra l  vegeta t ion encm*ged.  
Generally 2 cuta or the whole L cut g e n e r a l l y  i n  autumn t o  tidy-up f o r  the winter .  
r e rge ,  f i r s t  cut early i n  the 
season. second f o r  winter  
Z c u t s  of  two nua th r ,  back verge every second ,-ear. 1 c u t  of  two swaths. 
Remainder ever7 t h i r d  y e u .  
1 c u t  of t w o  swathe i n  late J U ~ ~ / J U I Y  and pos s ib ly  a tidy-up 1 c u t  of two swaths i n  l a t e  
c u t  a t  en* of t h e  season. Remaining area* no t  c u t  (see J U ~ ~ / J U I Y .  ~ p n a i n i n g  areas 
Pr inc ipa l  roads). not cut. 
2 cu t s .  F i r s t  of one swath i n  Hay/June. Second as convenient 1 c u t  of  one swath as 
of whole verge i n  l a t e  r m e r / e a r l y  autumn. convenient each year. 
Z cut.. F i r s t  of  one swath i n  may and l a t e r  of f u l l  verge. 1 cut f u l l  width per snnuo. 
4 c u t s  of two swaths t o  keep t o  a marinvm of  12  ins .  3 cut. of  one sva th  t o  keep 
Reminder  of verge  never cut except by reques t .  to 12  in.. appr0rinatel.r .  
2 c u t s  of  one swath o n  l e v e l  verges  wi th  f u r t h e r  ~ u t  a t  t h e  1 c u t  of one swath per  annum. 
d i ~ c r e t i o n  o f  t h e  o i v i r i o n a l  Surveyor. FUII v i d t h  cut  every 
o t h e r  year  o r  sometimes longer  i n t e rva l s .  
2 cu t s .  ~ i r s t  in M = ~ / J U ~ Y  of whole w i d t h ,  in autumn 1 c u t  i n  late reason of whole 
of one swath. ~oklox pr inc ipa l  road. i n  r o t a t i o n  depending width  t o  t idy-UP f o r  the 
"00" imoortance. w in t e r .  
CROUP C. Trunk. Class I and I 1  t r ea ted  d i f f e r e n t l y  t o  t h e  r e a t .  
COUNTY TRUNK CUSS I CUSS 11 CLASS 111 UNCL&SSlFIED 
FLINTSHIRE 
Influenced by topography. 
UERIONETHSHIRE 
working toward8 rec-enda- 
*ions of  t h e  i l a r e h l l  
C n r i t t e e .  Discretion 
l e f t  t o  O i " i ~ i 0 ~ 1  
surueyora. 
HONTUMERYSHIRE 
Working towards r e c a e n d a -  
ti.". of  t h e  marshall 
C a i t t e e .  
- ~p 
3 cuts .  ~ i r e t  cut i n  April of one swath. second 8 re*  l a t e r  of whole width and t h i r d  in  1 o r  2 c u t s  depending on inte-ity of use 
~ i = # t  
October a l e0  f u l l  Width. cu t  *hole r i d t h ,  second of one swath. 
3 cuta ,  f i r s t  i n  Hay of one swath, and e f u l l  width cut a t  sane l a t e r  date. 1 cut  vavally in  l a t e  e-er/autunn of t h e  *mole verge. 
3 C Y ~ S .  rirst in l4.y of ~ x a t h ,  second i n  July of  h a l e  verge and a f i n a l  cut  of t h e  1 cu t  i n  July or l a t e r  of the whole verge. 9 u i t e  a l o t  of 
whole verge i n  t h e  autuul. Verges a e n e r d l y  very n a r r o w  u c e p t  h e r e  t h e r e  have been hanhrork on the  minor ro=ds and in  t h e  h i l l s .  ~ e n ~ r . 1 1 ~ .  
widening .Chere.. c u t t i n g  carr ied out as required. 
2 cu t s  of one swath, f i r s t  i n  May, second i n  July/August. Growth s t a r t a  e a r l i e r  i n  t h e  low 1 or 2 cu t s  depending on intensity of i f  once, 
lying areas and is greatest  there .  Any road over 9 M  ft. only cut once because of t h e  lack uaus l ly  done in  July or la ter .  
of growth. 
2.  n~ha(omHsHIRE 2 3 cut. or two exaths on each occasion.  ith her uay and ~ u n s / ~ u l y ,  o r  MAY, ~ u n e /  2 cu t s  i n  ~ u n e  and ~ u l y /  1 cut a t  end of season i n  
Generally l e f t  t o  Ju ly  and August. On p r i o r i t y  roads second cut  may be made before f i r s t  cut a n  other roads. August. Bus routes  get Auouet. Hanr a r e  very narrow. 
discretion of D l ~ l s i o ~ l l  Beck verge l e f t  ""I~s. it i s  very untidy. p r io r i ty .  
Surveyors. 
GRDW D. A 1 1  r w d s  axcept Unclassified t r e a t e d  t h e  s-. 
COLWTY TRUNK CLASS I CUSS I1 CLASS 111 UNCLASSIFIED 
SUWEY 2 or 3 c u t s  of one or two rnaths begiming A p r i l h y  and continuing up t o  September, but no ~ u t t i n g  of back verges before 1 cu t  per  v l n v  o r  ec4.eti.e. 
August i n  .,,.de. t o  coM*r"a "i ld  plants. m"y roads "en nmo. M d  two matha  rould of ten taLe i n  most o r  t h e  verge. every Other y w ,  but 
This  is general pol icy f o r  most r a d s  do- t o  busier  Clasa 111. g e n r a l l y  a t  least one s r a t h  
per year not before mid- 
August i f  possible. 
CAERNARMNSHIRE 3 cuts. ho swath. f o r  the f i r s t  and ~econd c u t s  i n  Hay and July. .mole verge cu t  i n  Auguat. Special amenity roads get 1 cu t  of 4101s verge i n  
nore at tent ion.  Note t h a t  .any road. a r e  metalled f r o  b o u n d y  to boundary m d  drainage is piped. Augwt. 
W(am 8. R i o r i t i e e  not necessa r i ly  r e l a t e d  t o  c1as. of roads. 
COUNTY TRUNK. CUSS I .  CUSS 11, CLASS I11 and IMcuSSn'IED 
~~~~ ~ 
C*HBRIDGESHIRE R v e e  zone policy with a r e  important roads having p r i o r i t y  f o r  resourcsr: 
County oo l i cv  evolved A. ripst swath. 4 5  on roads dom t o  1 cut  on l a e a t  p r io r i ty .  Average of 3 cuts. In  t h e  period mid A p r i l h ~  continuing u n t i l  Ssptaber. . .  . . 
d t e r  discussion with a s t l y  on a 6-8 reek cycle. 
conselvatipn and o the r  8 .  second swath. ~ e n e r a l l y  2 cu t s  a t  time of second and t h i r d  cu t s  o r  f i r s t  arsth. 
county organisations. c. Remainder. 1 cut  in  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t / s e p t a m b e r  t o  f i t  i n  with general programme. 
KERTFDRDSHIRE Gen-rally cut  the f i r a t  swath on a l l  roads on etendard cycles  depending on work study, rout ing of mchines .  t r a f f i c  densi ty  of road. Not necessarily 
* minim- maintenance aas.,ciated " i th  c ~ a ~ .  .,f rod .  ~ o t  more than 6 cuts. lore usually 2. Cutting s t a r t s  in  ~ p r i l / % y ,  ends i n  s e p t a b e r .  h . i n d e r  of verge is cut  
pol icy based on rolX it darts t o  be a problem but would not allox s c m b  t o  dwelop. 
study, c e n t r a l l y  controlled. 
ISLE OF WIGHT m i n o r  roade hare pr io r i ty .  ~ e n e v a l l y  2 cu te  a t  l eas t  f o r  a l l  roads. F i r a t  cut  i n  A P ~ ~ I / M ~ Y  of whole verge, second in J U ~ ~ / J U I ~ ,  and t h i r d  i n  ~ u w s t  i n t o  
Pol icy under review. Septmber  to tidy-up f o r  t h e  winter on roads *here v i s i b i l i t y  i a  t h e  g rea tes t  problem. 
NORrHAWTONSHIRE  rally ) cu t s ,  f i r s t  swath in  ~ a y / ~ u n e ,  second in  JU"~/JUIY f u l l  width and t h i r d  cut a* required f o r  v i s i b i l i t y .  A 1 1  road. do nbt get t h e  same treatment 
but  pol icy is f o r  a t  l e a s t  one f u l l  Width c u t  e l l  mund by the end or the year (October). 
NOTTINGHIHSHIRE a .==t.t. d l  m m d  a v n t y  road bagin i n  e a r l y  May with two  s ra ths  (about 6 it. 6 ins.),  and i n  July *hole verge a11 round up t o  t h e  hedge. d ina l ly  se lec ted  
rm*a would get . fu r the r  cut of two swaths. 
COUNTY TRUNK, CUSS I ,  CUSS 11, C U S S  111 and UNCLASSIFIED 
OXFORDSIIIHE (TI and C la s s  I roads kep t  t o  h igher  s tandard  t han  t h e  remainder. Generally one swath width a l l  round beginning i n  April  and t h e r e a f t e r  as required .  
A minimun maintenance Remainder of  verge 1 c u t  p e r  yea r ,  o f t en  i n  t h e  winter.  
pol icy .  
nmuw 2 or 3 cuts .  A I ~  roads start e a r l y  ~ a y  a d  cu t  one swath a l l  round t h e  county. nay t*e major r m d s  f i r s t ,  but only in  so f a r  as most economical r o u t e  
County p o l i c y  c e n t r a l l y  a l l m s .  men first swath c a p l e t - ,  all round t h e  county  again  i n  July/August of whole verge. although w i l l  not c u t  unnecessarily.  A s m a l l  length  of major 
con t ro l l ed .  roads and o t h e r  p r i o r i t y  p laces  w i l l  hare  a f i n a l  s i n g l e  swath cut i n  autl-n. 
WILTS~~IKE 3 c u t e  of one swath through t h e  season on a l l  roads. ~ a c k  verges  not cut.  
county pol icy .  
DENBIG" Aim t o  c u t  a l l  ve rges  f u l l  width a t  o w e  t ime  i n  t h e  aeason. Prior i t ) .  given t o  v i s i b i l i t y  on (T) roads at beginning of season. S t a r t  i n  May v i t h  a c u t  of 
one m a t h ,  *en c m p l e t e d  s t a r t  on o the r  road. depending on t h e i r  importance. men .I1 cut  come back t o  (T) and Pr inc ipa l  road. f o r  second cut of two 
aratha. mese roads  rill have a t h i r d  c u t  l a t e r ,  as required ,  or whole r i d t h  of verge and a t  a b u t  e m  per iod i n  l a t e  -er o r  aut- other roads  r i l l  
have t h e i r  .eoona c u t ,  a l s o  of t h e  "hole Width. 

CHAPTER 4. VERGE MANAGmENT - METHODS AND COSTS 
This chapter discusses the methods of management of roadside vegetation by 
machines or chemicals, and estimated costs. It should be noted that the information 
on which it is based was collected in 1972 but generally refers to 1971. 
MACHINES 
F~~~ kinds of machine, conventionally described as flail, (reciprocating) 
cutter bar or haymower, horizontal rotary cutter, and cylinder cutter, are 
available in a variety of forms for grass cutting and vegetation control. From 
Table 7 it will be seen that the flail is almost universally used in rural areas, 
replacing hand labour and the cutter bar over the period approximately from 1963 
to 1970. The majority of these machines are owned by County Councils although in 
some instances, notably Durham, Cambridgeshire and Essex, the machines are generally 
hired on contract. Flails were developed from silage harvesters by the Hampshire 
County Council in 1963 and have gone through a number of hydraulically operated or 
direct drive type modifications over the intervening years. Current models are 
versatile and powerful; although it is claimed by a small number of Councils that 
flails cannot satisfactorily deal with dense vegetation after the middle of July, 
most Councils do not have this difficulty. The limiting factor may be the power 
available from the tractor rather than any inadequacy of the cutter itself. The 
outstanding advantage of the flail has been the mulching of the cut vegetation, 
encouraging its biological breakdown and eliminating the problem of carting. 
Rotary machines also mulch the vegetation but are less versatile, only operating 
satisfactorily on the flat. Flails are available in rear mounted or side mounted 
forms, greater width of cut is possible with the rear mounted (up to 7 feet) 
machines and these are most economically used on the flat. As the cutting head 
necessarily follows the tractor these machines cannot be used on most ordinary 
roadside banks, but with specially modified low centre of gravity tractors (e.g. 
as pioneered in Leicestershire) they can be used on slopes up to 1 : 3 on the 
Motorways and similar areas providing the ground is dry. Side mounted machines 
are more flexible, usually equipped with a 3 foot to 3 foot 9 inches cutting head, 
although more recent models may go up to 6 feet. Most Highway Departments find 
that 3 foot 9 inches is quite adequate and that the 6 foot head is too wide for 
general work. Machines in common use reach out in an arc from the tractor from 
5 feet to 23 feet depending on the model, the most popular ones reaching out to 
about three widths of the cutting head or approximately 10 feet. The heads can 
be angled to cut either the near or the far side of adjacent hedges or banks, or 
to reach down to clean out the near or far side of ditches or at any other angle 
between these extremes. Because the tractor can very often operate from the 
carriagewa~,use of the machine is not restricted by wet ground conditions. 
~ i ~ ~ -  
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u. Type* of cutting machines uaed i n  rural  ereaa for  graas cutting by County Councils in  England and wales, 1972. 
Beds Flails .  
I 
Glor 
nmta 
Hereford 
Herta 
Hunts 
I. of wight 
Kern 
Lnncr 
L d s s  
Holland 
xeateven 
Lindsey 
Norfolk 
Northants 
Northunba 
Notts 
Oxford 
Rvtlsnd 
Salop 
somerset 
Staffs  
Suffolk - East 
- weat 
surrey 
Suaaex - East 
- weat 
Y U u b  
Westmor1and 
w i l t s  
warcs 
East Riding 
North Riding 
west Riding 
Angleaey 
Brccon 
caema 
Cards 
-- 
Flails .  Heightregulated t o  cut at about 4 i ~ .  nav. been us& in  the  Covnty uc lva ive ly  
Flai ln beginning in  1963/1965 period. Sole rotary md still -a cut te r  bara. 
Mostly flails, but aome cutter  bars used by contractors. 
F l a i l s  and rotary. Height of cut regulated. 
Cutter b ~ r s  t o  1969 (with picking up1 m d  gradwily more i l a i l s .  A l l  f l a i l s  s ines 1971. 
Mostly f l a i l s .  Less then 50 miles by cu t te r  bm. 
Mostly f lai l .  on rural road.. 
Flail.. 
Flai ls .  No cutte. bars since 1966. 
Mostly contreet cutting by f l a i l  but still some by cutter  bar. 
Flai ls .  
for  the  lae t  3 to 4 y e s .  
I 
In ~ O v L b v  1971 h.d 32 f l a i l s  and 4 cut te r  bara. 
11mila. k t  cut te r  bar i n  1965. 
Flai l#.  Cutter bare up t o  about 1966. 
Flai ls .  Change over from cutter  bara over the lmet 10 yes=.. 
Flai ls .  Last cutter  bar on contract i n  1970. 
A11 side mounted f l a i l s  since about 1964. 
Flai ls .  Height rewluted .a t  1 t o  2 iru. Change over ira m t t e r  bus in  the 1968 period. 
I 
Flails .  
Mostly f l a i l s ,  height regulated t o  4 ins. S t i l l  have soma cutter  bars in  one Division. 
Height regulated f la i la .  Some h e w i n g  by farmers wing cut ta r  barn. 
A11 f l a i l s  since 1971, ~ r eu ious ly  a decreasing nmbrr or cutter  b-s. 
Mostly f l a i l s .  Change over from cut te r  bars since 1967. Rear M ~ M  f l a i l  wed hers  wsaib le  for  esonwy. 
I 
Flaila. Height of cut set on o m  nschines but not on nece.sarily Contractors. 
Fleila,  best on ban*. and uneven ground but not so quick as cut te r  bars on the  f l a t .  some h a w i n g .  
Flai ls .  Last cut ta r  bare in  use about 1969. 
Mostly f l a i l e ,  oss..ional cutter  bar "Bed by i smar  contractor.. 
F la i l s ,  height regulated. 
I 
~ l a i l a .  some f-r contractors with cutter  bara. A l i t t l e  h a m n g  by fa roue .  
Mostly f l a i l s ,  some cutter  bara on contract. 
F la i l s ,  l ae t  cutter  bare in  1964/65. 
Mostly f l a i l -  but also some rotary cutters. 
F la i l s ,  height regulated. 7 f t .  rear  mountad fo r  f l a t  are-, 5 it. side mounted may be too big end 9 it. often 
adequate. 
I 
Fla i l s  s ines  1968. Opratora told to cut at height of 3-4 ins. -rally, but closer i n  t he  nut-. 
Mostly f l a i l s .  
F la i la  s e t  t o  cut a t  not lasm than 3 ins. A l i t t l e  hepaking by farmers. 
~ l a i l s  e t  t o  cut a t  not lee8 than 3 ins. 
I 
Flails .  
~ l l  f l a i l a  since 1969. 
Flai ls .  
F. la i lrr .  .  . .. . 
~ o s t l y  f l a i l s  but a w e  cutter  bars and i emer  contractors using cutter  bar. 
F la i l s .  some on oantract, also some cvt t s r  bare on contrast. 
F la i l s ,  height regulated to cut at 2-3 inn. Also hired f l a i l  and cu t te r  bars. 
Flails .  cu t te r  bar8 replaced over the  l a s t  5 year*. 
Flai ls .  Last cutter  bars about 1962. 
Flai ls .  went straight  irno h~ndwork to f l a i l s .  
Flai ls .  
Cams Fls i la ,  height regulated e t  3-4 ins. IdBt cutter  bar i n  1969/70. 
Denbigh Flai ls .  
Flint. ~ l a i l s ,  height regulated a t  3-4 ins. ~ a s t  cutter  bar about 1966. 
Glsvnorgan Fla i l s ,  also soma t r i p l e  gmg movers where poemible. Very concerned about grass cuttings being l e f t  t o  l i e .  
Merioneth Flai ls .  Never used outter  bars. 
nomouth Flai le.  
nontgomerlr F la i l s ,  height of cut regulated on an machines but l a y  not b. on hired ones. 
P-ba Fln i l s  with heiqht of cut s e t  ' f a i r l y  hi.h'. . .
Radnor F la i la  since early 1960s. height regulated a t  about 2 ins. 
t r ac to r  or  pedestrian operated forms a re  avai lable  fo r  use i n  places inaccessible 
t o  la rger  machines. 
Rotary cu t te rs ,  as  noted, are best used on the f l a t  o r  small angles of Slope 
and a re  most connoonly used for  amenity cutt ing i n  urban areas o r  on prest ige roads 
i n  the  country. Because they cut the  vegetation ra ther  than macerating it, they 
need l e s s  power and a re  fas ter .  Hand and mini-tractor operated forms a r e  again 
available and a re  useful in  places inaccessible t o  f u l l  sca le  t r ac to r  equipment. 
Cylinder mower machines a r e  only su i tab le  for  use i n  intensively managed 
high-amenity s i tua t ions ,  and a re  not of in te res t  i n  t he  context of t h i s  report. 
They a re  unlikely t o  be more widely used because of the high r i s k  of damage t o  t he  
cu t t e r s  from stones and l i t t e r ,  t h e i r  i nab i l i t y  t o  cut coarse vegetation and t h e  
need f o r  a smooth unobstructed surface on which to  operate. 
The reciprocating cu t t e r  bar haymower, now almost en t i r e ly  replaced by the  
f l a i l ,  was, even i n  its more sophisticated modifications, essen t ia l ly  an agr icul tural  
machine. Not being purpose-designed f o r  use on roadsides and s imilar  areas it was 
essen t ia l ly  a stop-gap between t h e  hand labour of the  lengthsmen and the coming of 
modern equipment. It had two major drawbacks i n  not being suf f ic ien t ly  robust, and 
i n  t he  need i n  many s i tua t ions  t o  pick up and car t  away the cut grass, unless the  
vegetation was frequently mown and cut t ings  were too short  t o  pose a problem. 
Nevertheless it had some advantages: t he  power requirement was low because the  
vegetation was cleanly cut a t  the base so t h a t  t he  height and volume to  be cut was 
immaterial. In t he  hands of a sk i l l ed  operator it was quicker and l e s s  t i r i n g  t o  
operate (requiring l e s s  concentration and being quieter with l e s s  vibration and 
dus t ) ,  especially i n  its mid-mounted form. The width of cut was 4 t o  5 f ee t ,  ra ther  
more than the average sidelnounted f l a i l ,  which contributed t o  the  f a s t e r  speed of 
cut t ing,  but with the modern trend t o  s ing le  swath cut t ing ( see  below) t h i s  
increased width would not necessari ly be an advantage. Although the  cut vegetation 
following t h e  use of a cu t t e r  bar was always regarded a s  a problem, it was not 
always collected, and one d i f f i c u l t y  tha t  did arise was with mats of dead material 
blocking the knives of t h e  cu t te r  bar i t s e l f  on t h e  occasion of a re turn v i s i t .  
The cu t t e r  bar was competitive i n  cost  per acre cut (see  below under Costs) with the 
rear  mounted f l a i l  and considerably cheaper t o  operate than the  s ide  mounted f l a i l .  
There a r e  sti l l  many s i tua t ions  i n  which the cu t t e r  bar would be a s  e f f i c i en t  a 
machine for  roadside grass cut t ing a s  any of t h e  others available,  especially i f  
management regimes were operated tha t  prevented the  grass growing t o  a length tha t  
produced problems of disposal of the  cut t ings  a f t e r  it was mown. 
With r ea r  mounted machines of a l l  s o r t s  a d i f f i cu l ty  a r i s e s  with the cut t ing 
of vegetation tha t  has been f la t tened by the t r ac to r  wheels going before. These 
machines are also more difficult than side-mounted machines to operate in the 
vicinity of obstructions. 
In some counties the height at which vegetation is to be cut is prescribed and 
the height regulated on the machine  able 7);  the most usual setting is a nominal 
3 inches above soil level. In other counties the setting of the height is left to 
the discretion of the local depot or sometimes to the tractor driver. Height 
setting on contractors equipment may be less closely supervised than on equipment 
owned or maintained by County Councils. Whereas the height at which vegetation is 
cut has an effect on the development of the sward regardless of the kind of machine 
used, too close cutting with the modern power flail and rotary machine can be 
extremely damaging and in extreme cases destroy the sward completely, creating 
bare patches. There are still flail machines in use, for example, that have no 
roller or skid attachment to prevent the operator accidentally dropping the cutting 
head down into the ground and rotavating the verge. There also seems to be some 
misunderstanding of the Marshall Cornittee recommendations and the DOE Memorandum 
(~5/68) specifying the heights (although these cannot be critical) at which road- 
side vegetation should be maintained. Two heights for rural roads of 6 inches for 
the first six feet and 12 inches for other areas are quoted and instances have 
occurred where it has been thought that these refer to the height to which the 
vegetation should be cut, rather than the height that it should not be allowed to 
exceed before cutting again in the usual way. 
CHEMICALS 
The uses of chemicals for control of vegetation on roadsides fall under three 
I 
headings of total weed control, selective weed control and growth retardation. 1 - 
Total weed control 
All counties use total weedkillers although some 1e.g. Cumberland (except 
by special permission), Isle of Wight, Northumberland, Warwickshire and Westmorland-7 1 
confine their use to built up areas, whilst many others put restrictions on their 
use outside these areas. The most common applications are to footpaths or footways, 
around flagstones and at the back of footpaths, between paths and structures. 
I 
Other common uses include the edge of the carriageway in a band 6 to 12 inches 
wide, or on or just behind kerbstones; also quite commonly around street furniture, 
1 
signs and lamp standards. Total herbicides are rather less cornonly used in 
drainage grips and channels and French drains but reportedly not in ditches. Other 
I 
uses include pretreatment of the foundations of new constructions (especially foot- 
paths); on the carriageway and especially down the little travelled central strip of I 
very narrow lanes, at the foot of walls but rarely on the walls, and for control of 
weeds in hedge bottoms particularly during the first few seasons after planting 
(see Chapter 6). Various traditions exist in different counties so that far instance 
I 
I 
in Lincoln - Lindsey, East and West Suffolk they are not used on road edges or 
kerbs. In Northamptonshire they are used on kerbed edges only. In Essex they 
are extensively used in drainage channels. 
The following basic chemicals are used (conanon names according to BS 1831 
and supplements) (technical details based on Fryer and Makepeace, 1972). They 
may be applied either as sprays, or as dry granules, or as pellets- 
(a) Root absorbed residual herbicides 
Atrazine ) 
) Total herbicides, giving a season or more persistence Simazine 
Borate ) Total herbicides, single season persistence only 
Bromacil ) 
Dichlobenil ) Total herbicides, single season persistence only 
Chlorthiamid ) 
Monuron ) 
) Total herbicides, giving a season or more persistence Diuron 
(b) Foliage and root absorbed herbicides 
Sodium chlorate (+  fire depressants) Total herbicide with 3 months to 
a seasons persistence 
Picloram Affecting mainly broad-leaved species, persistent for 
more than one season 
(c) Foliage absorbed herbicides 
Aminotriazole Broad spectrum herbicide, persistence of one to two 
months 
Paraquat Total herbicide. Non persistent 
Dalapon Affects narrow leaved species (e.g. grasses), persistence 
of three to four months 
2,k-D;MCPA Affect broad leaved species (flowering herbs & woody plants), 
2,4,5-T ) persistence of a few weeks to six months 
Some of these compounds are used in cotmnercially formulated mixtures to take 
advantage of different characteristics of compounds in the three groups. A popular 
mixture is a combination of monuron/2,4-D/sodium chlorate, and another widely used 
mixture is comprised of diuron/dalapon/MCPA. Several mixtures contain either 
atrazine or simazine as one of the components and both of these compounds are quite 
widely used on their own; diuron is also quite widely used alone, but not monuron. 
Neither aminotriazole nor picloram are applied alone in highway situations. 
Chlorthiamid and, less frequently, dichlobenil are used specifically for weed 
control in hedge bottoms during establishment. The most commonly used compound, 
either alone or in combination, is sodium chlorate, which has also been available 
the longest. 
It appeared from the survey that the choice of chemical to use was not critical 
in most counties, and in many instances was decided on grounds of cost alone, 
without regard to effectiveness or persistence. Likewise contracts were often 
for application of herbicide in a particular situation (e.g. so many miles of 
kerb) without the type of chemical to be used, species of plants to be controlled 
I 
or length of persistence of effect being specified. I 
Selective weed control. This is practised for a number of purposes including i) the 
control of injurious weeds as defined (Weeds Act, 1959); ii) the control of other 
weeds, however defined, in established vegetation; iii) the control of broad leaved 
I 
plants in the early years of establishment of a grass sward in order to aid 
establishment, and to control the agricultural weeds that might appear in abundance 
I 
at that time; iv) the control of woody vegetation either encroaching on established 
herbaceous vegetation, or after cutting back as for instance along infrequently 
I 
managed green lanes, bridleways or footpaths. I -
The sprays used for these purposes are based on 2,4-D or MCPA for herbaceous 
weeds, and 2,4,5-T, or 2,4-D + 2,4,5-T for woody growth: special formulations of 
2,4-D and MCPA are available for non-agricultural situations, including roadsides, I 
but ordinary agricultural fornntlations may also be used alone or in mixtures with 
other common herbicides, e.g. mecoprop, for wider spectrum control. Alternatively 
compounds for control of individual species of plants may be used such as asulam 
1 
for docks (B spp.). I 
The use of selective weedkillers is shown by counties in Table 8. Explicit 
details are lacking for those counties for which no comment is shown, but it was 
generally understood that they either did not use selective weedkillers or only, 
as with the majority of other counties, used them in limited local applications 
to particular stands of weeds, usually following complaints from local farmers or 
I 
landowners. Eleven counties specifically did not use them at all, and in some 
others there were severe restrictions: for instance in Cumberland the County 
1 
Surveyor's approval was required for any application of chemicals, and in Dorset 
that of the Chairman of the Highways Committee. On the other hand extensive use I 
of selective herbicides was made in Co. Durham, Staffordshire and Glamorgan. 
Growth retarders with or without addition of a selective weedkiller (2,4-D or MCPA). 
The only growth retarder in common use at the present time is maleic hydrazide (MH) 
which may be, and often is, combined with 2,4-D. The purpose of the 2,h-D is 
I 
threefold - a) to help stick the MH onto the foliage of plants in the event of 
wet weather, b) to kill tall growing broad-leaved herbs (in the event most other 
herbs are killed as well), c) for the apparent synergistic effect is has with MH 
I 
to further suppress the growth of certain species of grass. In recent years a 1 
chemical named chlorfurecol has been developed and this is now being marketed in 
a mixture with MH to which it is claimed to have a complementary effect, particularly I 
on some tall growing herbaceous species not always affected by MH. 
I - 35 - T ~ ~ I ~  8. use of sel.~ti~~ weed killer., 2,4-D or HCPA (-4 &hers .e mmed1 by county Councils an rural roadsidea in 
- ~"g1-d and wales, 197a. ~ n j u ~ i o w  wead8 as defined in weeds ~ o t  (19591. 
8864 - I B e r h  - BUCLS At Divieionsl S w e y o r s  discretion to deal rith local eomplnints. Asulam used for doc-. cambs Some use in response to cmplainta, espeeiall~ in the fens. Moat reeds cut before seeding. 
cheshire some ma  in response to complaints about injurious weed.. Arulam used for docks. 
Cornwail ~ocel use far injurious weeds and tall plants on sightlinea. 
I cumberland countr s~~~~~~~~ authority required for on bad infestations oi injurious weeds. ~erbys Isolated local applications to tall growing reeds. Devon - 
mrset c h a i m n  of ~ighray cwittes's before we on local bad infeatatiolur of weeds following 
receipt of conp1eints. 
I Durham 6 ft. strip on about Z M  miles of Trunk and Class I roads sprayed with 2,4-0. 
Used at diecretion of Divisional 
surveyors in other places. 
~ r s e r  ~imited application on the ~rentvood by-pass 1972. Not used previously. 
Glos ~n newly seeded and local =reas bad agricultural reeds, including nettles. 
Hants - 
Hereford on ~ n c l - ~ i f i ~ d  to loeel infestations of weeds. ~eneraily applied by contract. 
I Hsrtr Hunts Very local applications by knapsack sprayer. I. of Wight No recent use. 
Kent Very infrequently for bad infestations of raede. 
Lm"cs Not used. Weeds are cut. 
I ~eice very oecenional use of 2,4-D for dandelion., or of giclorau/z.4-D mixture for docks. Holland on newly seeded aeeaa a d  to deal with spasifis problems. Kesteven No use. 
~indsey ~nepeack sprayer applications on bad infestations mainly in the nidmmmer period. 
Norfolk No use. 
Northants ? Uae on herbaceova reeds. 2.4.5-T used on woody stumps after bushing back ween lanes and other areas of I scrub encroachment. Northumbs Notts No use. 
Oxford No use. 
Rutland On new improvements. Brushwood killer (2,4-D/2,4,5-TI to prevent .=rub regro'dh. 
I %lop - samereet On new improuements for the first two seaaons ~olloxing seeding. Staffs Extensive use on a wide variety of plants. MCPA used in preference to 2,4-0. 
SUffOlk - East - 
- weat on new i.pravenentll for the first t w o  aeaaona following seeding. 
I surrey Will consider for we on injurious weeds. Susaex - East Local applications by knapsesk sprayer ainly for injurious weeds. -West Lacs1 applications to weeda on be& inaccessible to cutting machines. warvLe - 
Wertmrland - 
I wilts Only for exceptioM1 stands of agricultural weeds; negligible we. z,b,5-T far acrub control in green lanes etc. worca - East Riding No "Be. North Riding No "as. 
West Riding Will use h e r e  needed but no routine applications. 
Anglesey Minor use on improvements by knapsack or hand lance. 
 rec con Looal spot spplioations for control of particular weed problems. 
cilernr No uee. 
caras 1 ,- On n e w  improvements a~ elsmsre to control injurious weeds. Limited use. 
Denbigh No use. 
Flints I  lamo organ MCPA used on up to 90 miles of verge per ann-. A 1 1  Trunk road flat ireas treatad once in four year. and also flat areas on some other roads. For weed control. Dalapan in ditches for control of rsedmoe (Tmha latiiolial. Msrioneth No use. 
Monmouth - 
uontgomery Knapaack application to injuriou~ reed6 on bare ground (e.9. grit dumps etc.1. 
I PembS No use. Radnor Use kept to s mininu for control of bad infestation. oi xesda. 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
u9. Use of Ch-isol #prays (MH with o r  without addition of 2.4-0) f o r  t h e  eon tml  o r  growth of vegetmtion by 
County Covneils on r u r a l  ro.d=ides i n  Englmd and wales, 1972. 
Cornwall 
Cunbuland 
Derby= 
Dave" 
norset 
Durhsm 
ESSex 
Glen 
Manta 
nsrefard 
Herts 
Hunts 
I. of wight 
Kent 
Lanes 
l s i c s  
Holland 
Ksstwen 
Lindsey 
Norfolk 
Northante 
Northumbs 
Notte 
Oxford 
Rvtlsnd 
Salop 
Not used. Tested i n  1962. 
Not generally used following experiment i n  1967. but there  is Bone local  uee i n  one Division. 
Not uaad. ~ a e t s d  in 1963. 
Not used. "are bean tested. Would uas i f  the re  could be Jlom t o  b. advantages. 
Have "Bed on s a t r a 1  reswea Of dU.1 sarriaganym. Not .~ t i . i i ed  with result but might t r y  them .grin. 
S ta r t ing  e 3 year t r i a l  i n  1972 f o r  uas of IM r 2.4-0 on central  reserras uld bottom 9-12 ins. of hedge banks. 
Not med. Experiment i n  1964 not very effective. 
Not wed. 
Not used but might be prepared t o  at aome r u t w e  date on major rolda. 
Not usad. 
Only on Motorra~s a t  present though m i & t  extend to  major mads. Not en t i re ly  m t i a f i e d  with the affact .  
Not used. 
exte"Sive use, incra.sing1y o r  m alone without idditi." of 2.l-0. m p  t o  .t *ole ...a on crmtro1 of 
grwth.  
O n  about 50 acres of otherwise in lcosss ib l s  ground. Unlikaly t o  i n u a s n e  us. 
A~nl ioa t ion  of K4/2,4-D t o  mpprox 32 milee of T ~ n k  roeds i n  1970 and 1971 but not continuing i n  1972 as 
a r e s u l t  o r  change of County Policy on a tanduds  o i  vegetation control. 
Fa i r ly  extensive use i n  1960s but diesontinuad. A t r i a l  in 1971 rae satimfsetory and nor c o m i d u i n g  more 
widespread applicat ion i n  1972. 
Not wed. 
Not used nor  but did in t h e  mid 1960s. 
Not used. 
Not "red. 
Not used. Tr ia l s  i n  t h e  ea r ly  1960s. 
Not used but ","sidering us. i n  t h e  fut- i f  esonolic. 
NO* used. 
Not usad l i t e r  trial.. 
Not used. 
Not ".led in  r w a 1  are.
~ o t  used.   rials i n  t h e  early 1960.. 
Not used. 
Limited use on central  reserves of dual carriageways where  di r r icu l t /d .ngema t o  cut. 
Not used for tHe l a a t  r ive  years but might again i f  reaesvred about the hazards. 
Not used. 
Somerast Not used. 
S ta f f s  About 160 miles of road ( 7  720 milas of uerosl ..raved. 
- .  
S"ff0lk - Eaat Not used. 
- Weet 121 miles (242 n i l e s  of verge) of Trunk and Class I sprayed i n  1972 but expect t o  be i b l e  t o  control growth 
by cutema i n  1973. 
Surrey Local "a- i n  inac.ceasible places. Not opposed tomore  extensive use but do not mse any need st present. 
Susssx - East Not uaed. 
- Weat ~ o t  wed  but w u l d  be p r e p r e d  t o  f o r  d i f f i c u l t  bmk. ,  oentral  reserves etc. i f  econao~ic. 
wawka Selected by-passes aM central  r e ~ e r v e e ,  mileage incrslaing s ince  IWB. About 28 milas o r  verge i n  1972. 
s w a y  i n  April alld i n  June t o  avoid cutting. 
Yeatlorland Not used nor am for.e.,bls likeliho.,b or ua. 
W i l t s  Not uaed. 
worce *bout 15% of principal  road verges s ~ r a y e d .  . . 
eaat  Riding Not "sad. 
North Riding Not used nor m y  foreseeable likelihood of use. 
west Riding Not a. a routine but eonsidering i o r  *antre1 r..ewe8 of hmk roads. NO u. i n  t h e  N.ti.rnl Park. 
*ng~saey  ~ o t  ae a mutine,  but might ir t h e r e  wan h-yr pressure of use on cut t ing -chines. 
Brecon used on a rmpara t ive ly  amall p m p r t i o n  of road milsage o r  ~ r u n k  and CI-s I roads f a i r l y  consistently. 
Not opposed t o  mre xideaprssd use but not keen 0" it ei ther .  
Caerns Not used. 
Cards Not med. 
Carms A 1 1  Tnuk and about 20 miles of C1.s~ I sprwed both verge. t o  a width of 8 it. Intend t o  oontinve but 
unlikely t o  extend use. 
Danbiqh Net wed. 
?l int ;  Not "Bed. 
G l m r g a n  So- use i n  intensively managed area., a l so  on verge md central reserve. o r  dual el i rr iagexa~s a f t e r  
i n i t i a l  cut. Would use more oxtanaivrly i f  economic.. 
Merioneth Not used. 
uonnouth extensive up t o  1971, but f r a  1972 discontinued except where er-h bar r ie r s  etc .  make cu t t ing  
i-saible. 
nontg-ry Not used. 
Pmba Not used. 
Radnor N Q t  usad. 
Table 9 shows details by counties of the use of growth retarder chemicals to 
control growth, and particularly the height, of vegetation on rural roadsides. Of 
the 58 counties visited, 42 did not intend to use growth retarders at all in 1972; 
a number of them were opposed to the use of chemicals for this purpose on amenity 
or environmental grounds. Others, however, would have been prepared to use them 
in 1972 (or at any time in the future) if there seemed to be an economic advantage. 
The 16 counties that did intend to use growth-retarders in 1972 are classified below: 
(a) Extensive use (over 100 miles of verge) 
Cornwall - start of 3 year trial on 80 miles of Trunk roads and up to 
1000 miles of a 9-12 inch band at the bottom of hedgebanks 
inaccessible to cutting machines. 
Gloucestershire - about half the mileage of Trunk and Class I roads 
(approximately 440 miles of verge). 
Staffordshire - all Trunk and Class I roads (358 miles 5 716 miles of 
verge) and any other road as required. 
West Suffolk - 242 miles of verge on Trunk and Class I roads in 1972 but 
discontinuing in 1973. 
Carmarthenshire - all Trunk (95 miles) and about 20 miles of Class I 
roads, approximately 230 miles of verge. 
(b) Restricted use 
Warwickshire - about 28 miles of verge mostly on dual carriageway central 
reserves. 
Worcestershire - about 15% of Principal roads ( ?  37 miles of road). 
Breconshire - some Trunk and Class I road verges (but see Table 5, p.24). 
(c) Minor local use. Central reserves, round crash barriers, on inaccessible 
banks etc. 
Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Surrey, Anglesey, 
Glamorgan and Monmouthshire (restricted use after 8 or 9 years of 
extensive use, see p.38). 
The reasons given for using sprays and some other details are analysed below. 
It is assumed that the users are generally satisfied with the degree of control of 
growth that they obtain. 
(a) Extensive users: 
Cornwall - for control of growth of vegetation in dangerous (central 
reserves) or inaccessible (hedge bottoms) situations. 
Gloucestershire - to liberate machines in early part of the year to work 
on non-principal roads. Hope to get a complete seasons control of 
growth after spraying but may have to cut once as well later in the 
season. 
Staffordshire - to save labour and put back date of first mowing. Also 
for weed control. Spray application in spring may be followed by 
two or three cuts of the first swath, or by a second spray in the 
autumn. 
(West Suffolk - to liberate machines for use on less important roads. In 
1971, but not 1972, chemical spraying was cheaper than cutting-) 
Carmarthen - to liberate machines for use on less important roads. 
Growth is held back significantly. 
(b) Restricted users: 
(Herefordshire - to liberate machines for use on less important roads. 
To control weeds that would have to have been sprayed anyway. 
Satisfied with results though economics were marginal. Discontinued 
in 1972 because of change of County Policy - see Table 9). 
Warwickshire - originally for control of vegetation in dangerous or 
inaccessible places, but subsequently including some neighbouring 
areas as well. Spray in April followed by one or two cuts, or 
spray in April and June. 
Worcestershire - to liberate machines for use on less important roads. 
Few complaints received. Head Office approval required before any 
sprays applied and sprayed areas subsequently to be left as long 
as possible before cutting. 
Breconshire - to liberate machines for use on less important roads. 
Discolouration of vegetation noted. Neither particularly keen nor 
particularly opposed to use of sprays. Concerned about other than 
purely economic considerations, e.g. amenity, effects on the 
environment, danger of spray drift. 
(c) Minor users: 
Berkshire - for effective control of growth in special situations. No 
discolouration of vegetation. 
Hampshire - for use in inaccessible places. About 50 acres in all. 
Hertfordshire - had a successful trial in 1971 that saved four cuts; 
considering wider use. 
Oxfordshire - for use on dangerous central reserves of dual carriageways. 
Surrey - rarely for use in inaccessible places. 
Anglesey - occasionally, to control growth (if there is too much work for 
the mowing machines). 
Glamorgan - for use in intensively managed (urban) areas saving up to 10 
cuts in 12 weeks. Also on central reserves and verges of dual 
carriageways. Probably not economic on other roads but would use 
more extensively if it were. Generally cut once before spraying. 
Supervised by the Horticultural Superintendent. 
Monmouthshire - up to 1971 to delay time of first cut by at least a month. 
Cost of spray equivalent to cost of a single cut. Quicker than 
cutting and liberated machines for use on less important roads. 
From 1972 no use except in inaccessible places following a change 
in County Policy. 
Reasons for not using sprays or for restricting their use are analysed below, 
broadly under six headings with the numbers of Counties contributing each reason 
in brackets. 
(a) Satisfied with cutting and see no reason to use sprays (11). 
(b) As a result of trials, or from other sources, doubt that there is an 
economic advantage in the use of chemicals. In some instances satisfied 
that there is not (26). Economics not considered because there was no 
intention of using sprays anyway (2). 
(c) Public pressure on amenity/conservation/environmental grounds against 
spraying (28), as the result of a CPRE report (11, because of effects 
on cover for game (birds) (I), complaints about dying plants (2). 
Policy not to use sprays in rural areas (1). 
(d) Difficulties of application including timing and weather (6), not 
satisfied with control of growth (lo), discolouration effects (3), 
opposed to the use of selectives 3 and use of MH by itself encouraging 
weeds (1). Shortage of skilled operations (1). Sprayed vegetation more 
difficult to cut later (1). 
(e) Agricultural considerations and specifically danger of damage to 
neighbouring crops from spray drift (23). 
(f) Opposition by the County Council Highway Committee (7).  opposition 
within the Highway Department (10). 
Two counties thought that spray applications were more trouble than they were 
worth and did not see the point in unnecessarily becoming involved in controversial 
activities, a third (small) county thought that they were not worth the trouble for 
their small mileage. One county did not like the implications of the long term 
involvement that was necessary for the successful use of sprays in the face of 
possible changes of standards and policies in the future. Two other counties had 
found sprays useful in the early 1960s when lengthsmen were being phased out, or 
the cost of picking up cuttings from cutter bar mowings were producing problems; 
the introduction of the purpose designed flail machines, which were generally more 
acceptable, had done away with the need for sprays. 
COSTS 
Appendix 7 of the Marshall Committee report, Tables 2 and 3, gives information 
on costs of grass cutting. This has been used here to calculate (Tabla 10) the 
costs per mile for the five classes of road for the nine counties concerned 
(designated A - J). Three were unable to provide information and in so far as 
the authorities chosen were intended to represent the remainder, it appears that a 
third of the County Highway Departments did not know at the time of compilation of 
the Marshall Committee Report what grass cutting was costing. The figures in 
Table 10 are calculated by taking the total expenditure per mile on all maintenance 
functions for the individual classes of road from Table 2 (of Appendix 7 )  of the 
report, and the relative expenditure for grass cutting in column (e) of Tables 3.1 - 
3.5, to give the cost per mile of grass cutting. 
Table 10. Cost per mile per season of grass cutting on separate classes of rural 
roads in nine counties reference A - J, calculated from figures given 
in Tables 2, and 3.1 - 3.5 of Appendix 7 of the Marshall Committee 
Report (1970). 1 
Marshall Trunk Class I Class I1 Class I11 Unclassified 
Committee Report 
County reference £ £ £ E £ 
I 
A 59.4 55.5 47-7 26.7 37-2 1 
J - - - - - 
Average 112.56 89.00 62.23 40.87 32-15 I 
excluding E 62.94 48.74 37-30 21.88 25.06 I 
Counties C and G appear to spend about twice as much as D and F, with A tending 
towards the higher amounts. The expenditure by E was several times more than any of I 
the others and on most roads was the second most expensive maintenance operation 
(out of twelve headings) after resurfacing; in other counties grass cutting had rather 
less priority for resources. However, in all counties grass cutting was at least 
I 
the third most expensive item on unclassified roads. 1 
From Table 8 of Part B of Appendix 4 of the Marshall Committee report 
(reproduced here as Table 11) it is possible to calculate standard costs per acre 
(1969) for grass cutting and this is done below for two applications of flail 
machines, and for the mid-mounted (reciprocating) cutter bar for comparison. An 
acre is equivalent to 1 mile by eight feet. The SMV's (Standard Minute Values) 
are work study estimates based on average values from a large number of Authorities 
and take into account the actual time on the job including lost and wasted time 
caused by hold ups, breakdowns and other factors. I -
1. Mid-mounted flail: multi-swath. Assume 3 foot cutting head. SMV per 
100 linear yards = 3.4 
therefore 100 square yards in 3.4 minutes 
1 acre (4840 square yards) in 164.56 minutes 
cost @ tractor driver 75p and tractor/flail 30p per hour + 15% (1973) 
I 
= £2.35 
therefore to mow 1 acre = S6.45 per cut. I 
- 
I 
- 41 - 
Table 11. Standard Minute Values for grass cutting, vsrgsa, ditches, hedges irm Report of the (~luahall) C m i t t e e  I - on ~i~h~.y ~ . i n t ~ ~ ~ ~ .  p175 and 176 ( r s p a u e e a  or pmission or m o )  
I unit MWING A W S  
~ractor and 3 gang cylinder m a w  84" 1.2 100 5.2. Yd. 
I pedestrian-controlled auto-scythe 4.8 100 sq. ~ d .  cylinder norsr (pedsatrim-controlled) 30" 3.5 100 sq. ~ d .  cylinder mower (pedestrian-controlled) 27" 3.8 100 Sq. Yd. cylinder -wer (pedeatrien-c~~trol~~d) 24" 4.1 100 sq. rd. 
R o t a r y  m o r e  (pdedrian-controlled) 24" 7.9 100 sq. ~ d .  
Scythe 27 100 Sg. Yd. I ~ o o k  66 100 Sq. Yd. Rake cuttings into heaps 12 100 Sq. Yd. Trim edge. 20 100 LC". Yd. 
Trim around obstruction ( tree or p.tl by hook I OCcaaion 
I W I N G  VEEGES MOW verges -ither single kepbeide aathe or full width, including essentill travelling between cuts. 
 id-unted reciprocating - single mathe 1.5 100 Li". Yd. 
*lid-unfed reciprocating - ov1ti swathe 2.0 100 Li". Yd. 
I uid-ounted fl-il a e r  - single methe 2.6 100 Lin. Yd. Hid-unted flail .ore - ""lti swathe 3.4 100 Lin. Yd. Rear-unted flail mower - single m U l e  1.2 100 Lin. Yd. 
~earnounted flail noxer - multi mathe 1.4 100 Lin. Yd. 
I T R M I N G  VERGES Set out line a M  cut basL arms verge 71 100  in. r d .  set ouf line, cut back gram verge and weed path - average quantity of reeds 380 100 Li". Yd. 
se: out line. cut bask prses verge and reed path - large quantlty of weed. 520 100 Lin. Xd. 
Level soil on verge with treetor and grader blade 17 100 Sq. Yd. 
1 ~evel soil on verge by hand. soil already- 50 100 Sq. Yd. Level soil on verge by hmd, soil imported and d-d in hespa 150 100 Sq. Id. Sow grass seed 23 100 59. Yd. 
DITCHES (3.-4' ride. 2'-6' deep) 
I Dig out and regrad. ditch by hand 12 Lin. Yd. oig out and regrade ditch by f cu. yd. hydraulic excavator trlctor 6 Lin. Yd. clear out hear/ undergrowth 2.3 ~ l n .  Yd. 
~ i g  rip or outlet 3- x 12" x 6" appror. 10 occ-ion 
1 HEOGES cut bask hedge, and b u m  tri-inga 8' high x 3% wide 16.5   in. ~ d .  Cut beck hedge and b u m  trimmings 4' hid? r 3, xids 8.4 Lin. Yd. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2. Rear mounted flail: multi-swath. Assume 6 foot cutting head. SMV per 
100 linear yards = 1.4 
therefore 200 square yards in 1.4 minutes 
1 acre in 33.9 minutes 
cost (charges as above*) to mow 1 acre = £1.33 per cut. 
3. Mid-mounted reciprocating cutter bar; multi-swath, without picking up. 
Assume 6 foot cutting head. SMV = 2.0 minutes per 100 linear yards 
therefore 200 square yards in 2 minutes 
1 acre in 48.4 minutes 
cost (charges as above for convenience*) to mow 1 acre = E1.90. 
*L-capital cost of cutter bar mower and power requirement less than for 
rear mounted flail and both less than for side mounted flail_/ 
The average mowing season can be taken as 22 weeks per machine, or 110 working 
days, from which ten days can be subtracted for workshop maintenance (private 
communication). In a season of 100 eight hour days therefore, the average side 
mounted flail mower with 3 foot cutting head and operator can be estimated to 
cut 292 acres and cost 21880. 
Examples of SMVs reported by three Counties (L, M and N) for comparison with 
the published Marshall Report figures (in brackets, see Table 11) are given below: 
County L, 1971. Side mounted flail, one mile x one swath in 100 minutes. 
SMV = 5.65 minutes/100 linear yards (2.6). 
County M, 1972. i. 3 feet 6 inches wide side-mounted flail single swath. 
SMV = 3.15 minutes/100 linear yards (2.6). 
ii. 5 foot rear-mounted flail single swath. 
SMV = 2.9 minutes/100 linear yards (1.2). 
iii. 7 foot rear-mounted flail mower single swath under ideal 
conditions on flat unobstructed ground. 
SMV = 2.2 minutes/100 linear yards (1.2). 
County N, 1972. i. 3 foot side-mounted flail 
SMV = 3.2 minutes/100 square yards (2.6). 
ii. 6 foot rear-mounted flail 
SMV = 1.7 minutes/100 square yards (0.6). 
iii. Pedestrian operated machine (Rotary mower). 
SMV = 5.25 minutes/100 square yards (7.9). 
iv. Hand cut by hook. 
SMV = 73.5 minutes/100 square yards (66.0). 
v. Hand cut by scythe. 
SMV = 33.3 minutes/100 square yards (27.0). 
On this limited evidence the Marshall Report SMVs appear to be optimistic 
taken over a season's working; the figures there are quoted as being calculated 
on a number of samples assessed in consultant's visits, and may represent a target 
rather than an universally attainable standard. 
In the visits on which this report is based, of the 58 English and Welsh 
County Councils, 13 (22%) were unable to give any information on the costs of 
grass cutting; this compares with the figure of 33% from the smaller sample of 
English, Welsh and Scottish counties derived above from the Marshall Report 
(see page 39). In explanation, an attitude was expressed that mowing was 
traditional and necessary, that there was little opportunity to economise and 
that detailed costing would be a pointless and time-consuming exercise. 
Some costs per mile for the 1971 season (unless otherwise stated) are shown 
in Table 12 for a number of counties. 
Table 12. Cost per mile of grass cutting per season on separate classes of 
rural County roads for 1971, except where indicated. The Principal 
road and Numbered road classifications overlap and so are shown 
separately. 
Non- 
County All roads T Principal I I1 111 U/C Principal 
Ref. a: S S E a :  a: a: a: 
1971 (16)-64-(97) - - - -  - - 
23 37 - - - - -  - - 
39 - - 112 - 60 60 28 - 
40 
- 27 14 - - -  - 4 
10 
- 25 23 - 1 7  8 8 - 
3 1 1970 58 - 39 25 15 8 - 
(1971 one particular road *65) - - - -  - - 
41 1970 30 - 40 - 1 2 8 5  3 - 
42 1969 "38 - - - - -  - - 
1971 17 - - - - - - - 
5 - 106 - 58 46 43 28 - 
29 1972 113 65 - - - 99 48 
33 20 - 30 62 - 50 43 23 15 - 
30 - 46 36 - - - 12 15 
27 30 - - - - -  - - 
Average cost 
( *  excluded) 
The f igu res  can be compared with those  given i n  Table 10 (derived from t h e  
Marshall ~ e p o r t )  f o r  s i m i l a r  c l a s s e s  of road. A s u b s t a n t i a l  measure of agreement 
e x i s t s ,  e spec ia l ly  i f  t h e  unusually high f i g u r e s  f o r  Authori ty E i n  t h e  Marshall 
Report a r e  excluded. The wide range of c o s t s  f o r  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  c l a s s e s  of road 
r e f l e c t s  not only d i f ferences  i n  County standards but a l s o  o t h e r  f a c t o r s ,  such 
a s  topography. The range f o r  ins tance  i n  1971 f o r  r e f .  37 of £16 t o  £97 per  m i l e  
f o r  Trunk roads allows fo r  high moorland s t r e t c h e s  r equ i r ing  minimum c u t t i n g  a t  
one end o f  t h e  s c a l e  t o  in t ens ive ly  managed a reas  i n  t h e  lowlands a t  t h e  o the r  end. 
The averages given a t  t h e  foo t  of t h e  t a b l e  a r e  presented as an ind ica t ion  of t h e  
amounts involved and t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  between t h e  d i f f e r e n t  c l a s s e s  of road 
without claiming i n  any way t o  be  o ther  than  reasonable est imates.  However, they 
a r e  of t h e  r i g h t  order  of magnitude taken with t h e  f i g u r e s  given i n  t h e  Marshall 
Committee Report and have been used i n  conjunction with t h e  road mileages shown 
i n  Table 13 t o  a r r i v e  a t  a f i g u r e  of S2,941,527 based on t h e  indiv idual  c l a s s e s  
of road f o r  t h e  cos t  of r u r a l  road grass  c u t t i n g  i n  England and Wales i n  1971. 
A previous es t imate  f o r  1967 (Way 1970) based on 1.5% of t o t a l  maintenance 
expenditure f o r  t h a t  year  w a s  S2,035,500; wh i l s t  Chadwick (1969) made an es t imate  
of between £1.5 M and £3 M. 
Table 14 shows some c o s t s  per a c r e  f o r  g ras s  c u t t i n g  ( 1  a c r e  = 1 m i l e  x 8 foot  
wide o r  2.7 m i l e s  at 3 f e e t  wide) and chemical spraying together  wi th  some o the r  
information f o r  a number of count ies  i n  1971. 
The cos t  pe r  a c r e  f i g u r e s  f o r  t r a c t o r  mowing show a range from a .70  t o  S11.13 
with an average cos t  of S3.50, which appears t o  be on t h e  low side.  Chadwick (1969) 
est imated £5 - £10 per  acre ,  Underwood (1969) quoted a . 1 6  f o r  general work by s i d e  
mounted t r a c t o r  f l a i l  and S5.0 per a c r e  f o r  t h e  more d i f f i c u l t  back verge. The 
ava i l ab le  f i g u r e s  shown f o r  1972 give an average of S4.78. A s  w i l l  be seen from 
t h e  notes ,  c o s t s  can vary very sharply  between easy work on unobstructed f l a t  a reas  
compared t o  d i f f i c u l t  s i t e s .  Costs of spraying without any subsequent management 
give an average of £11.31, r a t h e r  more than  twice t h e  c o s t  of cu t t ing .  Underwood 
(op.cit.1 gave &15 approximately f o r  chemical app l i ca t ion  by t r a c t o r  mounted 
equipment i n  1969 based on 1968 experience. (c.f. f igu res  on pages 40 and 42). 
Table 15 gives t h e  c o s t s  of grass  c u t t i n g  a s  a percentage of t h e  maintenance 
budgets f o r  a number of counties.  Some a u t h o r i t i e s  made a d i s t i n c t i o n  between 
general maintenance (e.g. excluding surface  dress ing ,  maintenance of road s igns ,  
winter  g r i t t i n g )  and g m a i n t e n a n c e ;  t h e  f i g u r e s  given he re  a r e  assumed t o  be  
t h e  percentage of a l l  maintenance except when s t a t ed .  
T a l e  13. County Council mileage= of wholly mnintaimed r o d s  by s l u s o n  of road. 
T& C l a s s  I C l a s s  I 1  Clsaa 111 Unclassified Total 
Eeaex 
Glos 
Hants 
Hereford 
nsrts 
Hunts 
I. or wight 
Kent 
Lanes 
Leics 
Holland 
Kestevsn 
Lindeey 
Norrol* 
Northants 
Norfhvmbo 
Notta 
Oxford 
nut land 
Salop 
somerset 
Starfa 
Suffolk - East 
- vest  
surrey 
Suaser - E a s t  
East Riding 
North Riding 
weat  Riding 
ilng1ese.l 
Breton 
caerno 
Cards 
=arms 
(with green lanes)  
78 78 140 255 269 820 
45 34 70 89 238 
108 311 279 937 1726 3361 
212 227 192 834 1139 2604 
106 180 233 616 853 1988 
50 60 88 424 506 1128 
62 137 140 570 635 1544 
122 307 270 952 976 2627 
123 396 5W 841 2932 4792 
125 171 - 673 - 607 1576 
145 246 357 947 1021 2716 
110 211 - 522 . 657 15W 
133 148 - 698 - 720 1699 
21 35 - 20 243 319 
147 222 327 1162 1281 3139 
117 407 294 1569 1873 4260 
130 230 163 768 1098 2389 
65 137 271 659 820 1952 
30 133 - 516 - 436 1115 
48 127 94 2% 514 1037 
53 221 - 1360 . 1634 
43 263 123 398 462 1289 
168 I58 282 846 l 3 m  2754 
76 107 88 378 462 1111 
131 301 173 994 756 2355 
50 197 - 752 5x7 1499 
93 172 228 691 1086 2270 
126 327 226 1123 1349 3151 
327 599 486 1242 3338 5992 
22 64 - 591 - 
113 
677 
53 65 439 439 1109 
74 101 104 398 443 1120 
71 99 201 514 460 1345 
95 150 183 789 780 1997 
80 128 221 671 766 1866 
42 120 56 240 280 
61 260 630 738 
- 422 
104 1373 91 76 291 327 
86 889 70 118 333 446 1053 
121 43 185 541 710 1600 
71 95 140 579 499 1384 
45 63 91 309 239 747 
5754 l l z l o  9080 29463 49238 118147 
8892 2559 
(C1 I 1  & 111) (CI 111 & "C) 
-. Costa per acre per occasion for outting or spraying county rvrl roads. ~ i g v s s  quoted in 1972 as 
referring ta 1971 unless othewise stated. 
County cutting spraying 
~ef. Coet per acre per ocosmion Cost per acre per application Notes. l~osts shorn per acre) 
£ L 
1 4.10 - 5.50 
2 1968 '1.75 1968 hedge cutting per mile x 4 ft height: 
m.94 
1972 -2.96 1972 hedge cutting per mile x 4 ft height: 
£1.63 
3 2.00 I5 ft flail) 
4 1972 .(2.9)-4.~-111.13) C34 per acre for hand cutting 
5 7.M 6 ft swath width on ~runk and class I roads 
6 1964 -2.00 - 3.m .12.M - 13.W 
1972 -4.W - 6.m 2O.M + cost of cut later 
7 3.26 I4 ft flail) 18.46 1962 Rotary C2.58. Cutter bar a.60 land 
-1.20 ( 5  n cutter bar) El2 to pick up). Flail EI.26, per acre 
8 0.70 - 2.W '2.W laelectives only) Total weedkillere % £19 and kerb spraying @ 
C56 
9 3.40 - 5.80 
10 3.00 "1 sprey oooat equivalent to 2 cuts" 
11 3.60 FOP single svsth; increase by a third for 
multi-axath, and mare if vegetation left to 
be cut at end of the season becanes very 
coarse. 
12 '0.97 I7 ft remounted flail) W1 O 6.m for matarhle Cvtting on b&a costa trice aa mch as on 
1.82 I4 ft side mounted flmil) the flat. 
'1.32 I7 ft triple gang mower) 
13 6.84 (3.46 for labour) 
14 1971 5.32 4.35 
1972 .6.05 '7.92 wages represent 57% or the oost of mowing. 
15 2.00 9.00 lchmioals B 8.M) 
16 3.00 10.15 
17 2.30 10.70 for labour) 
18 1.50 
19 2.M 
20 2.W - 2.40 
21 2.00 
22 1.50 Considar coat of spraying chrnioela about 
the .am.ea a single cut. 
10.00 + nost of 2 ovta later 1960 cutter bar  63 s3.62 but E64 to cart. 23 1972 .3.62 
25 4.20 
26 3.W 
29 1972 '7.02 eiae lounted flail 
'3.48 rear mounted flail 
.9.87 pedestrian noror 
-93.90 hand by hook 
.42.50 hand by scythe 
30 5.00 - 1 0 . ~  
31 7.50 7.20 
32 7.W May be a five tinea difference in cost per 
ssre depending on site. 
Average 1971 
('excluded) 0.5O 511.31 
Average 1972 C4.78 
(for Side mounted 
flail) 
Table 12. Grass cutting as percentage of County Council Highway Maintenance 
expenditure, 1971. 
County 
Ref. Percent 
38 
*10.0 - 18.0 of general maintenance 1972 
25 1.0 
*20.0 of general maintenance, 5% of total maintenance 
3.0 
'14.0 of general maintenance, 10.5% in 1969, 12.2% in 1970 
8.0 
43 116.5 of general maintenance 1972 
31 4.0 
40 4.0 
3 0.6 
33 3.0 
Average 
(*Excluded) 4.97 
- 48 - 
The average of 4.97 can be compared with the average of 8.12% derived from 
I 
the percentage figures for grass cutting quoted in column E of Tables 3.1 - 3.5 
of Appendix 7 of the Marshall Report. Both these figures are considerably higher I 
than the 1.5% used in the calculation on 1967 figures referred to above (Way, 1970) 
to arrive at the cost of grass cutting in England and Wales and which had 
originally been quoted by Underwood (op.cit.).Chadwick (op.cit.1 estimated grass 
cutting costs as representing between 5% and 15% of the total cost of general : 
maintenance according to the class of road. In 1972 the view was expressed by 
two counties that implementing the recommendations of the Marshall Report for 
standards of grass cutting would add to existing costs. This appears to be 
I 
borne out in the figures for reference 38 (Table 15), where the Marshall 
recommendations are followed, and a gradual increase in the proportion of the 8 
general maintenance budget attributable to grass mowing is shown for the years 
1969 to 1971. I 
CHAPTER 5. VERGE CONSTRUCTION AND DISTURBANCE 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Roadside verges may be flush with the metalled carriageway or higher (upstanding), 
they are rarely downsloping at the kerb, although further back from the road edge they 
may slope away. Upstanding verges may be from four or five inches high to as much as 
twelve inches or more, very often as a consequence of the build-up of material excavated 
from roadside ditches or from erosion of the travelled way over long periods, but 
arising from other causes as well. In the early construction of some roads, material 
was excavated to the foundation level and used to form the verges to the road, but 
in others, earth from the roadside itself was used to bind stone and slag metalling 
to form a waterbound carriageway. In modern times with the continual resurfacing of 
roads there is a tendency for the carriageway to gradually become raised up from 
verges that were originally flush, and there is consequently a need after a period 
of time either to skim the surface of the road before resurfacing (partly) to reduce 
height, or else to make up the verges by the importation of new material. 
On the majority of roads, particularly minor roads, the cross-section of the 
roadside verge is essentially an historical accident, and the road engineer may not 
want or need to modify them. However, where there have been road widening schemes, 
or other improvements and new verges formed, a variety of considerations apply 
and general specifications (Anon, 1969) have been laid down for the construction 
of roadside earthworks as distinct from the carriageway itself. 
The major consideration in the construction of new earthworks is drainage and 
co-factors in their formation include aspects of safety and the desirability or 
otherwise of allowing vehicles onto the verge. The nature of the ground generally 
and its drainage characteristics together with the need to provide artificial 
drainage, sometimes piped, may often be controlling influences in the design of 
new verges, although the more subjective preferences of the engineer in charge can 
be the deciding factor. In fact it is doubtful if many verges on rural roads are 
'designed' and it is much more likely that they just 'happen'. In 1972, 26 Highway 
Departments favoured upstanding verges and 14 flush with a further 6 who favoured 
flush in some situations (usually on main roads) and upstanding in others. The 
reasons given for upstanding formations included the opportunities for positive, 
directed drainage (lo), to prevent erosion, to give strength to the formation, for 
safety, and specifically to keep traffic and caravans off the verge (22). On the 
other hand, 13 counties liked to have flush verges, either level or sloping down 
from the road, for drainage purposes, for ease of pull-off for vehicles ( 4 )  and for 
the greater ease of mowing on a flat level verge (8). Observation indicates that 
flush verges are prone to considerable erosion and rutting by vehicles, whilst if 
the edge of the carriageway is not stone-kerbed there may be additional fretting 
away of the edge of the road metal. 
In the construction of the roadside verge itself, where this occurs as a 
deliberate programme of work, materials may come from a variety of sources dependin 
on local geology and other factors. In general the ground is brought up to the 
required level either with excavated material from the roadway itself, or with 
imported material, and then topped off with up to 6 inches of top soil and sown 
with a grass seed mixture, or sometimes turfed. If the material to build the 
verge up is imported it may be in the form of rubble and old road material, or 
else unmodified material excavated from other civil engineering works. If the 
former it may contain appreciable quantities of mortar and ground lime, which, in 
districts with acid soils, produce base rich conditions that may in time support 
communities of plants atypical to the surroundings. Where topsoils are obtained 
from agricultural land or from sugar beet or carrot washing plants these may 
contain significant residues of inorganic fertilisers as well as agricultural 
weed seeds. In hilly counties there may be movement of topsoil from valleys or 
coastal areas for use in the uplands, introducing new soil factors into roadsides 
in these situations. In some parts of the country there is a chronic shortage of 
fill material to build roadsides up where there is a requirement to do so, and in 
others a shortage of topsoil with which to finish them off. In Leicestershire and 
in Breconshire excavated top soil from jobs in hand is banked to be used as 
required, whilst in East Sussex some 10,000 tons of material from mechanical 
sweepingsarecollected at depots and composted for use on new developments or for 
levelling-off existing verges. 
SEED MIXTURES 
Specifications for application of fertilisers and the standard grass seed 
mixture to be used on Trunk and grant-aided Principal roads (where the 
Highway Authority receives a central government grant from the Department of the 
Environment) are laid down in Paragraph 612 and Clauses 2615 and 2616 of the 
Department's Specifications for Road and Bridge Works (Anon, 1969). Although 
application of fertiliser may not be practised widely in the establishment of 
grass on County (e.g. non-grant-aided) roads the standard seed mixture is 
extensively used as shown in Table 16. Whilst this seed mixture has been 
criticised, mainly because of the vigorous growth of the 523 rye grass that is 
the principal component, it is cheap, effective and easily available. A number 
of counties have received advice from various sources on mixtures more suited to 
their particular conditions, and details of these are shown in Table 17. The 
general object has been to attempt to develop dwarf growing, minimum maintenance 
- 51 - 
Table 16. Use of ntuldar.3 DOE ( ~ e ~ n r t n n t  of the Emiroment) grass ased nixbure and/or C.C. (County Council) epecifisations I -
an non-grant-ald.3d road verges. 
Huntingdonshire 
Isle of night 
Kent 
lanc..hire 
Leicesterohire 
Lincolnshire - Holland 
- Keeteven 
- Lindsey 
Norfolk 
Northamptonshire 
Northmberland 
Nottinghanehire 
oxfordshire 
Rutland 
Shropahire 
somerset 
Staffordahire 
Suffolr - East 
- west 
surrey 
sussex - East 
- west 
Wanrickshire 
westmorland 
wiltshire 
"orcestershire 
Yorkshire - East Riding 
- North Riding 
-west Riding 
Anglesey 
Breoonshire 
CaernaNonshire 
Cardiganshire 
Cslmarthenshire 
Denbighshire 
Flintshire 
Glanorgan 
Merionethshire 
Monmouthehire 
"ontgonery.hire 
Pepbrokeshire 
Radnorshire 
DoE but would like to try a m e  10" grorina/linim maintenance species. 
DOE 
DoE 
DoE 
DOE 
DOE but would like to use finer grasasa, especi.lly on centre1 reserves. 
DOE 
4 alternative mixtures prescribed by Darbynhire Farm Institute for different soil types. 
DOE, but have also had trials with wild flower seeds collected by sohool children. 
noE. Also two Doraet Agricultural Callege mixturee for genera1 use, and housing estate use. 
cc speeirication, ? prom ~ d i ~ b u ~ ~ h  sohool of 
CC specification (but similar ta DOE) for o m  works. 
CC specification of Canlldi." Red r+a.oue for o m  xa*s. 
CC specifications basically rye grass, fescue end clover mixtures. 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
U: specification and trials with l o r  maintenance mixtures. 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
DoE. Planning Department investigating mixture. for reslsmetion areas end Highway Department 
interested in the result.. 
DOE 
DOE but interested in finding alternative mixutres. 
use Leicester CC specification. 
Basically DOE but will very to get cheaper mixtures from merchants. 
CC specification - U mixture for verges and C mixture for ban*.. Evolved after trials in 1965. 
CC specification evolved by Staffordshire Fern Inetitute. 
DoE 
-vu 
DOE but may vary st Divisionlll Surveyors discretion in particular localities. 
CC specification for county road works. 
DOE 
DOE 
DoE or strip turf fraa one area to be used on another. 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE but tr~ing other mixtures, a1.o heather for moorland roads. 
Area surueyora specify mixtures for their o m  areas. 
CC ssecification. 
Local mixtures as available. 
noE generally but will also use whatever the e.,ntrsc*ar advises. 
Not necessarily DOE, often use a commercial dwarf grass seed mixture. 
DOE generally but also any other seed that ie available. 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
DOE 
CC specification. 
DOE 
DOE 
UostlY rye graes mixtures but buy cheapest available and/or all- to develop naturally. 
Local mixture as available. Like to have quite high percentage of clovers. 
=. Individual couniy spec i f i ca t ions  f a r  grasa seed mixtures for non-grant-aided 
CI\MBRIDGESHIRE GIDUCESTERSHIRE 
Westemold ryegrarr  50 lba Canadian creeping red fescue IOU% 
Cer t i f i ed  LMlor.3 perennial ( f o r  i.iti.1 cover; r e l y  on 
ryegrass 40 Ibs " a t w a l l y  occurring seed i n  
Dutch m i t e  clover 10 lbs  t h e  s o i l  t o  provide o the r  
Creeping bent 10 Lbs spec ies )  
Salad burnet 2 lba 
KENT (Cont'dl 
b) For C h a l k  Cuttinge 
Sheeps fescve 
Ueadarr grass 
creeping red fescue 
1- ssp. -1 
B r o m  top bent 
,top t r e f o i l  
Wild white clover 
Red clover 
sainfoin 
Kidney re tch  
E3.,.net 
STAFFORDSHIRE 
a1 Meadow fescue 35% 
Rough stalked mador graas 15% 
Tilloth,. 23% 
~ e r e n n i a l  ryegreae 523 zo* 
create., dogstai l  5% 
Clover 5% 
bl  Creeping red fescue 4 , s  
Ti-thy 25% 
Crested dogstai l  35% 
H M S H I R E  
a1 Perennial  ryegrass S23 
Ne" Zealand *it- Elover 
bl  Creeping red fescue 
Perennial Pel0 ryegrass  
m i t e  c lover  
51 Red teacue Fallax 
Red fescue genuina 
*groat is  t enu i s  
Annual meadow grass 
Rough s ta lked meadow grasa 
Smooth s t a lked  meadow grass 
Yorkahire fog 
Perennial  ryegraea Rl jberg 
verm 
m i t e  clover 
Brorua i n e m i r  
DERBYYIIRE 
a1 For heavy or wet eoi1a at 40 lbs/ac 
Chewinga fesoue 30% 
Canadian meadow fescue 
or Perennial ryegrass 523 
-
; 30% 
Created dogstai l  20% 
Rough stalked meadox graaa 10% 
B r o m  top (Oregon1 10% 
ELST SUSSEX 
(N.B. changing to DOE mixture) 
Short reed perennial rye grass  94: 
Danish creeping red fescue 5% 
Crested dogatai l  z&% 
Rough stalked meadow grass  2*% LEICESTERSHIRE and RUTLbND 
a1 Chewing* fencue 
Creeping red feecue S59 
Sheem fescue 
bl  For l i g h t  or dry s o i l s  at 40-50 I ~ / ~ c  
Canadian creeping red fescue 40% 
m a r i n g s  fescue 25% 
nard fescue I ~ H  
smooth = t a l k  mendow grass 124% 
B r o m  top  (Oregon1 lo* 
EAST YOKSHIFZ 
T r i a l s  with a co-rei.1 mixture of :  
perennial ryegra.s s23 M) ~ b s  
Creeping red f e s c m  30 1- 
m i t o  c 1 o v u  22 lbe  
-
112 l b s  
B r o m  t o p  
Rough s ta lked m a d o r  grass  
bl Caercial  varieties of: 
-0th s ta lked meadow grass 
creeping red fescue 
m e r i n g s  fescue 
70% 
5% 
lo* 
ISLE OF WIGHT 
Umadi." ueeoina red feecue CORSET 
Perennial ryegrass 523 41% 
Creeping red fescue s59 1% 
Crested dogs ta i l  17% 
m i t e  Clover 5102 6% 
srnoth *talk mador grass 16% 
64:  
lo* 
lo* 
14: 
10% 
YeST YOrKmIRE 
PerRlnial megrass  60X 
Created dogstai l  21% 
Rough stalked meadow gresm 8% 
Cherinns ?esrur 7 1  
. . 
Chnings  feecue 
Smooth s t a lked  meadow graea 
Created dogs ta i l  
Hard fescue 
SMEASET 
B Mixture: 
Perennial r p g r a s s  523 
Danish creeping red fescue 
W. DURHAM 
Perennial ryegrass S23 
wavy mountain hair gr-s 
Red fescue S59 
Timothy 
Crested dogs ta i l  
m i t e  c lovar  5184 
KENT C Mixtwo: 
camaian  creeping red fescue 50% 
80% a1 For 'hundred verges' Chexings fescue 5% 
6.25% Perennial ryegrass SZ3 Hard fescue 5% 85 lbcl 
5.5% Creeping red feecue 559 Created dogetai l  1 6  13 l b s  
4.5% SloOth s t a lked  meedox graaa 7 lb. smm top (Oregon1 70% 
2.75% Crestad dogs ta i l  7 lba  Danish s o o t h  s t a lked  meador l.w% - grass 5% 
~~~ ~~ Wild site clover  2&$ 
~ ~- ...-. . 
Brown top 
Clover 
=SEX 
perennial ryegrann - ~ i ~ e d  63% 
( I r i s h 1  grade A 
Timothy ssl 23% 
cres ted  dogetai l  (New Zealand) 1% 
swards. However, the likelihood is that with the general movement towards standard- 
isation encouraged by the Marshall Committee Report, the standard DOE mixture will 
continue to be widely used: 
DOE specification for grass seed: 
Perennial rye grass 523 60 lbs 
Red fescue S59 20 lbs 
Smooth stalked meadow grass 10 lbs 
Crested dogs tail 12 lbs 
White clover SlOO 10 lbs 
112 lbs costing approx &O for certified 
seed. Two application rates are specified of not less than 1 lbs to 90 square yards 
(approx. 54 lbs per acre) for verges and central reserves, and 1 lb to 60 square 
yards (approx. 81 lbs/acre) for side slopes. Cost of seed in 1973 was about El9 
and EZ.9 per acre respectively. In addition establishment of grass on new works may 
be contracted out to specialist firms without detailed specifications of the seed 
mixture to be used. This especially occurs where hydroseeding techniques are used. 
There have been some attempts to incorporate seed of wild broad leaved plants and 
shrubby species such as heather, gorse and broom and even trees such as beech into 
the basic grass/clover mixtures, with varying success both by drilling and hydro- 
seeding. This is a subject of considerable conservation and public interest, and 
one to which a great deal more research effort might be directed. Turfing is 
apparently not widely practised, although in Westmorland turves may be stripped 
from an improvement site before works begin, to he laid at other sites where work 
is just completing. 
After seeding and germination of grass it is general practice to mow frequently, 
both to encourage development of a close sward and to control agricultural weeds. 
Several counties spray with selective weedkiller during the first two years for weed 
control, although there are a number of other counties that do not. 
DISTURBANCE AM) POLLUTION 
Disturbance to established roadside verges may arise from deliberate dumping 
and building up by Highway Departments, from the activities of statutory undertakers, 
from use by farm machinery or other agricultural operations such as sugar beet dumps 
and ditch cleaning, or from their legal and illegal use by the public. One of the 
most damaging causes of disturbance, the driving of cattle from field to milking 
parlour, has declined. Some of these forms of disturbance may be very local and 
others more widespread but regardless of their cause they all affect the roadside 
vegetation to a greater or lesser degree, and often create conditions favourable 
to invasion by aggressive agricultural weeds. 
In the building up of verges, materials of all kinds may be used; of 
particular interest from the point of view of developnent of vegetation are the 
use of base rich materials (mortar and rubble) as already mentioned and the 
contents of road suction sweepers. Generally speaking the latter sweep up grit, 
soil and vegetable material (leaves and grass clippings) without very much litter 
from rural roads and in 18 counties this is used for filling in hollows and 
flattening verges. The effectiveness of this depends on the sweeper operator 
levelling the material on the verge after emptying the machine and if he fails 
to do so, more problems are created than solved. Perhaps with the disadvantages 
more in mind, 22 counties instruct their sweeper operators to empty only at 
recognised tips and not on the verges. The material if properly spread on road- 
sides may in the long term create locally different soil conditions and give rise, 
after initial colonisation by weedy plants, to habitats for interesting plants not 
otherwise present in the immediate neighbourhood. Apart from this deposition of 
material by Highway Authorities to fill in wet hollows and other areas, the most 
common and widespread form of disturbance probably comes from the deposition of 
spoil following the cleaning of roadside ditches. Ditches can be expected to be 
cleaned out at fairly regular intervals, and where the spoil is pulled out onto 
the verges bare ground conditions are again created, often of good soil that may 
have picked up additional fertilisers from leachates in water running off adjoining 
land. The build up of ditch spoil material has already been noted as a possible 
cause of the upstanding nature of many roadsides, but unlike other forms of 
'dumping' is composed of native soil materials to the site. 
Whatever the provenance of the materials, it has to be recognised that any 
dumping on, or disturbance of, road verges destroys the existing vegetation and 
that whilst this might have originally been composed of stable associations of 
long lived non-weedy perennial plants, the vegetation that succeeds will usually 
be mainly annuals or short lived perennials, many of which are weedy. Continual 
dumping and disturbance of road verges for whatever reason tends to add to the 
problems of the engineer responsible for their management, almost always detracts 
from their visual amenity and destroys their existing wildlife interest; although 
other forms of wildlife may come in to occupy the new habitat, these new forms are 
often of less interest than the original communities. 
Illegal dumping by the public and others poses a different problem especially 
when the materials comprise domestic hardware or such intractable objects as old 
mattresses, all of which, apart from the affect on amenity and hygiene, make mowing 
difficult or impossible. However, dumping of this sort has a very local effect, 
whilst litter although less bulky is generally much more widespread and a great deal 
more difficult to control. Some counties provide a service with litter bins in 
lay-byes but others find it more effective to remove the bins and impose a heavy 
fine on offenders caught depositing litter. The question of litter impinges on 
the management of roadside vegetation in two principal ways: by interfering with 
cutting machinery (as with dumping, except that a dump can usually be avoided) 
and by its general effect on the amenity aspects of roadside verges, especially 
where they are being managed for a neat and tidy appearance. It cannot be said 
that most paper and plastic litter has any effect on wildlife although broken 
glass is an obvious hazard. Whilst it does not follow (contrary to opinion) that 
litter is less likely to be left on verges that are kept closely cut, there can be 
a particularly unsightly time with parts of verges that are only managed once a 
year, when the area is cut, usually in the autumn, and a whole season's accumulation 
of litter is shredded and dispersed. 
A further form of disturbance is caused by pollution. The effects of salt, 
both in drainage water and in spray from vehicles, are specifically road generated 
and have known effects on vegetation: notably on some sensitive decorative shrubs 
where these have been planted on central reservations and similar areas (Ranwell, 
Winn and Allen, 1973). Lead can be found in high levels both in soil and vegetation 
immediately adjacent to the carriageway but these levels reduce logarithmetically 
with distance from the carriageway (Daines, Motto and Chilko, 1970). The lead 
levels found do not appear to have any effects on the growth of plants by roadsides, 
and their significance for herbivorous insects, small mammals and other forms of 
wildlife are not known, although higher than normal levels in bodies of these 
animals can be demonstrated (Jefferies and French, 1972; Williamson and Evans, 1973). 
There is no evidence at present to suggest unusual mortality, or indications of 
sublethal effects on wildlife on roadsides associated with lead poisoning. 
Similarly there are no indications of effects on plants or animals associated with 
the gaseous emissions of hydrocarbons or of oxides of nitrogen. Sulphur in various 
combinations is present as a pollutant in air generally and whilst some forms of 
lower plants (lichens and fungi) are certainly affected, any effects on roadside 
species are more likely to be part of a general pattern of pollution over a wider 
area. 
SUMMARY 
It can be concluded from this account that roadside verges are often edaphically 
and in other ways contrasted to their immediate surroundings. In addition that any 
given area may at any time be the subject of earthworks or other disturbance that 
can destroy the existing vegetation and wildlife habitat. Although there are clearly 
many miles of roadside that remain undisturbed from one decade to another, neverthe- 
less, the pressures even on the most minor roads are mounting. 
CHAPTER 6. HIGHWAY TREE PLANTING; BOUNDARY REINSTATMENT AND HEDGE MANAGEMENT; 
DITCH MANAGEMENT 
TREE PLANTING 
The planting of trees on highway land is practised with varying levels of 
interest by the Highway Departments of County Councils as shown in Table 18 
(Page 62); it ranges from plantings of 15,000 trees in Lancashire in three years, 
40,000 in four years in the West Riding of Yorkshire, 31,000 per annum in Hampshire, 
to policies of no financial provision for highway tree planting by the Highway 
Departments in Essex, Northamptonshire, East Riding of Yorkshire and Flintshire. 
Many Highway Departments aim at least to plant as many trees as they fell, although 
not always on the same site. 
In the following Counties Horticultural, Arboricultural or Forestry Officers 
are attached to the Highway Department: Hampshire, Lancashire, Leicestershire, 
Lincolnshirh - Lindsey and Holland, Surrey, East Sussex, Westmorland, Wiltshire, 
West Riding of Yorkshire and Glamorgan; in most instances these officers have a 
staff and nursery facilities for raising plant material. Other Counties with tree 
nurseries run by the County Council include Berkshire, Derbyshire and Kent. In 
Counties where specialist officers are not attached to the Highway Department, 
advice is often available from Landscape Architects, Horticultural or Forestry 
Officers attached to the Planning or Education Departments; in a number of instances 
finance and advice comes from the County Council's Countryside Committee. Plantings 
on trunk and grant aided roads have always to be approved and are often designed by 
the Department of the Environment, financed by the Department and, except where the 
County Surveyor is the Planting Agent - /-~ent, Surrey (non-RCU schemes), Glamorgan, 
West Riding, Lancashire, Leicestershire, Hampshire (non-RCU schemes) and Lindsey 7, 
- 
are carried out by the Forestry Commission as the Planting Agent. Maintenance of 
these plantings, including cutting of vegetation and weeding is done either by the 
Planting Agent or by the Agent Authority (the Local Council) for General Maintenance, 
according to arrangements made by the Department. 
The planting of trees on County rural roads is essentially divided between the 
roadside verge proper and other areas of highway land, especially on sites created 
on off-cuts left after completion of road re-alignments and improvements. Planting 
on the roadside verge itself is again divided between old established verges and 
plantings on new verges of improvements, often as part of a landscaping scheme for 
the whole works. Where there is to be tree planting on verges section 123 of the 
Highways Act 1959 requires that this should not be done within 15 feet of the centr* 
of the road, but most Highway Departments now stipulate a minimum distance from the 
edge of the carriageway..varying from 20 feet in Radnorshire to 6 feet in Co. Durham 
and Kent, and a most 
usually quoted distance of 10-15 feet. In addition some counties, such as 
Cheshire also quote a minimum distance from the boundary hedge (where one exists) 
in order to allow the neighbouring landowner access for its management. In general, 
avenue plantings are out of favour and it is more common to plant trees in groups 
or else as individual specimens. Likewise, significant plantings of trees are most 
likely to be made on new improvements, or in the vicinity of built-up areas, than 
in the countryside at large, although some counties (e.g. Lindsey) do actively look 
for suitable sites wherever they may occur. Those counties that are not in favour 
of roadside plantings quote safety as a prime reason for not doing so, with the 
effects of shading and leaf fall on the surface of the carriageway, disturbance 
of the formation (including switchback effects) and extraction of water from the 
subsurface as other factors. Besides planting of trees there are also quite 
extensive plantings of shrubs by some Highway Departments, but these tend to be 
more in built-up areas or on roundabouts, or as features of new road works than 
on country road verges. 
Planting on other areas of highway land, well away from the carriageway appears 
to be dependent on County tradition and the individual preferences of Highway 
Departments, some of which have a long history (remembering that Highway Departments 
themselves are of comparatively recent origin) of sympathetic management including 
landscaping and tree planting of the land under their control. Others take a more 
pragmatic, purely engineering view of their responsibilities. The recently formed 
Countryside Committees in County Councils can be expected to take an interest in 
these matters as they do already for example in Cheshire, Essex and Denbighshire. 
In addition to plantings made by the Highway Department, plantings may also 
be made under the aegis of the Planning Department, or by licence by public 
organisations such as Women's Institutes, or more rarely by individuals. In most 
cases the subsequent maintenance of these trees (where any arrangement for their 
maintenance is made) is taken over by the Highway Department. Occasionally it has 
proved possible to invite the co-operation of neighbouring landowners to plant up 
their land to complement a highway planting scheme, but the general experience 
appears to be that whilst landowners will pressurise Councils to plant up highway 
land reciprocal arrangements are hard to achieve. 
Costs of tree planting vary so much from site to site that a realistic 'average' 
figure is hard to calculate, but costs of to 25 for preparation, purchase/raising, 
planting and staking a young tree are quoted. Not a great deal is saved by planting 
two or three year old 'whips' as there are additional maintenance problems of 
weeding, and of protection against rabbits,but their survival rate may be better. 
BOUNDARY REINSTATENENT 
Following t h e  des t ruc t ion  o r  realignment of t h e  highway boundary a s  the  r e s u l t  
of road works, t h e r e  is an ob l iga t ion  on t h e  p a r t  of t h e  Highway Authori ty t o  
nego t i a t e  with t h e  landowner on t h e  na ture  of t h e  new boundary t o  be provided. 
Normally these  nego t i a t ions  a r e  made by t h e  County Land Agent on behalf  of t h e  
Highway Authority. Three approaches t o  t h i s  mat ter  appear t o  be popular a s  shown 
i n  Table 19 (Page 6 5 ) .  Ei the r  a )  ' l i k e  is replaced by l i k e '  (e.g. a quick hedge 
by a quick hedge), b)  t h e  landowner is given t h e  opt ion  (wi th in  l i m i t s )  t o  say  what 
he wants, o r  c )  a standard s t r u c t u r e  is provided unless  t h e  landowner i n s i s t s  on 
something e l se .  The p r inc ipa l  choices a r e  between (most commonly) a quick hedge 
and p r o t e c t i v e  fence,  a wooden post and r a i l  fence,  o r  a post  and w i r e  fence. Many 
v a r i a t i o n s  on these  themes e x i s t  according t o  regional  preferences and economics; 
i n  add i t ion  i n  s tone  wall  a reas  some s tone  wall ing is provided a t  a c o s t  of Z4 - C5 
per yard run ,  wh i l s t  i n  some a rab le  d i s t r i c t s ,  f o r  ins tance  i n  Lincolnshire - 
Kesteven, many landowners p r e f e r  t o  have t h e  boundary l e f t  open. 
In 13 count ies ,  farmers were s a i d  t o  have a preference f o r  hedges and i n  11 
not ;  i n  two count ies  t h e r e  w a s  no de tec tab le  t rend i n  farmer opinion. Generally 
t h e  count ies  where farmers favoured hedges were i n  t h e  nor th  o r  t h e  west wh i l s t  
t hose  where they d id  not favour them were i n  t h e  south. No o v e r a l l  f i g u r e s  a r e  
a v a i l a b l e  e i t h e r  f o r  t h e  mileage of roads ide  hedges destroyed by roadworks each 
year ,  o r  f o r  t h e  mileage of new hedges planted by County Councils, but  s u b s t a n t i a l  
mileages have been put i n  by Lancashire, Northumberland, Westmorland and t h e  East  
Riding of Yorkshire Highway Departments. It might not  be unreasonable t o  e s t ima te  
t h a t  between t h e  58 count ies  a t o t a l  of 100 miles  of hedge a r e  planted each year  
( o r  1000 mi les  per  decade) although a high propor t ion  of t h i s  would be  f o r  
reinstatement  of a previously e x i s t i n g  hedge. The c o s t  of p lant ing  a hedge was 
quoted a s  C2 per yard run. 
The period f o r  which t h e  d i f f e r e n t  count ies  maintain a newly p lanted  hedge 
v a r i e s  from 0 t o  12 years  with an average i n  t h e  region  of 5 years.  I n  them a l l  
t h e  young hedge is protec ted  by a fence on t h e  landowner's s i d e  and sometimes on 
both s i d e s  so  t h a t  it should be stockproof. I n  some count ies  f u r t h e r  management 
of t h e  hedge a f t e r  establ ishment  of t h e  p l a n t s  is l e f t  t o  t h e  landowner, but i n  
o the r  count ies  management w i l l  continue u n t i l  t h e  hedge i t s e l f  is stockproof o r  
first layered. The management includes replac ing  dead p l a n t s ,  weeding and sometimes 
cu t t ing .  Weeding may be by hand o r  by use of herbic ides :  i n  t h e  case  o f  t h e  l a t t e r ,  
commercial formulat ions of simazine, chlorthiamid,  dalapon and MCPA would be used 
alone o r  i n  combination. Other chemicals t h a t  might be  used include paraquat,  
maleic hydrazide and picloram. However, considerable damage t o  t h e  young hedge 
can be caused by inexpert  o r  c a r e l e s s  app l i ca t ion  of chemicals; from t h i s  poin t  
of view the  use of granular ra ther  than l iquid formulations are  favoured. 
Granules have the additional advantages of saving the car t ing of water, preventing 
mistakes due t o  incorrect d i lu t ion  of the concentrated material and overcoming the 
problem of disposal of surplus diluted spray material a t  the completion of a job. 
In one county it was reported tha t  costs  of a00 were l i ke ly  for  hand weeding a 
mile of new hedge, whereas by the use of herbicides t h i s  could be reduced t o  £27 
f o r  a sa t i s fac tory  resul t .  
ESTABLISHED HEDGES 
Existing hedges, except where they have been planted on highway land by the 
Council, were considered t o  be the responsibi l i ty  of the adjoining landowner and 
were not managed by Highway Departments, other than where a road hazard existed 
on bad bends and i n  s i m i l a r  s i tuations.  Councils have powers under the  1959 
Highways Act t o  oblige neighbouring landowners t o  manage t h e i r  hedges o r  can 
themselves manage a hedge i n  the i n t e r e s t s  of the  highway and charge the  landowner 
with the cost ,  e i ther  before o r  af ter .  Different Councils take different  a t t i t udes  
on these matters and whilst many achieve a pract ical  working re la t ionship with 
hedge owners, i n  some counties t he  management of roadside hedges has become a very 
vexed problem with some bad feeling. In t h e  south-western Counties of Cornwall, 
Devonshire, Somerset and Dorset special  provisions in  the  1959 Act allow f o r  the  
Highway Authority t o  cut roadside hedges (although the interpreta t ion of t h i s  
depends t o  some extent on the  def ini t ion of a hedge according t o  terminology of 
the d i s t r i c t )  and be e l i g ib l e  f o r  a grant towards the cost from the central  
Government. However, even i n  these counties t h e  extent of hedge cutt ing by 
Councils is very limited and tends t o  be confined t o  areas  where there  has been 
a long-standing t r ad i t i on  for  t h e  Council t o  do the work. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, most Councils w i l l  control encroachment of woody 
growth from hedges onto t h e i r  grass verges, and i n  the  course of cutt ing the verges 
may a l so  t r i m  up facing hedges and even the tops of low hedges. However, i n  some 
pa r t s  of t h e  country t h e  use of f l a i l  cu t t e r s  on hedges is disl iked by landowners 
on account of t he  tear ing action of the  f l a i l  (as  opposed t o  t h e  clean cut of a 
proper hedging too l )  and impaired wound healing of the wood leading t o  increased 
danger of disease. Where del iberate  hedge cutt ing programmes a re  undertaken a 
number of counties have, o r  h i re ,  hedge cut t ing attachments, or  employ hand labour, 
and t h i s  is much t o  be preferred t o  the  smash and bash use of t he  f l a i l .  Some 
counties still have gangs of experienced men who can cut and l ay  hedges and manage 
them i n  the  t rad i t iona l  way, but these s k i l l s  a r e  not r e a l l y  encouraged i n  the  aura 
of twentieth century efficiency so tha t  they can be expected t o  disappear, a s  
indeed many have over the l a s t  decade. 
Whether the landowner or the Council undertake the management of a roadside 
hedge it is necessary for there to be access to it and also for the clippings to 
be collected up and burnt or carted away. For reasons of access it may be necessary 
x 
to cut the back of the grass verge when it might otherwise not be done; it has 
already been noted that there are restrictiona in some counties on tree planting 
where this might interfere with access. Telegraph poles and street furniture of 
I 
various kinds also provide obstructions to mechanical hedge cutting, complicating 
otherwise straightforward work. The removal of hedge clippings is often a source 
I 
of complaint both in terms of amenity and of adding to the difficulties of verge 
mowing. Technically it is illegal to start a fire within 50 feet of the highway 
I 
but this does not generally inhibit burning of roadside brushwood. I 
DITCHES 
Most Councils are more willing to manage roadside ditches, even if they 
patently belong to someone else, then they are to manage hedges. In addition 
they have powers to enter and clean out ditches on neighbouring landowners property 
in order to ensure the efficient working of the highway drains and culverts. The 
inadequacy of farm ditches to carry away highway water is a recurring cause of 
complaint. As a result, some Councils will employ their powers to oblige land- 
owners to manage ditches and drains, even if this involves delays. 
Annual maintenance of roadside ditches is mainly a matter of vegetation 
control and this can either be done by hand or one of a number of flail or cutter 
machines that are available. The question of the cuttings blocking the ditches 
arises. Similarly when the ditches are cleaned out and reformed the spoil presents 
some difficulties and has to be either spread on the verge, creating quite a lot of 
disturbance, or carted away. Occasionally herbicides are employed to control growth 
of vegetation in roadside ditches but this is not generally reconunended: total weed- 
killers are undesirable because some vegetation cover is essential to control 
erosion, whilst not a great deal can be achieved by the use of selective or growth 
retarder chemicals. In addition the hazards of using chemicals where they can be 
transported in flowing water away from the site of application to neighbours land, 
may lead to legal difficulties that most Authorities would wish to avoid. 
As with hedges there are problems of access to ditches for management purposes. 
On the question of grass mowingsblocking drainage grips and channels, experience 1 
in various counties differed. It has already been noted in Chapter 2 that in some 
areas cut grass from the use of haymower machines had been a particular problem, whilst 
in others this had not been so; in the same way cuttings from flail machines have been 
I 
reported to cause blockages whereas in other counties no difficulty has been found. 
Special machines with a rotating pipe-cleaner type action have been designed for 
1 
grip cleaning, but this job is still most commonly done by hand. The spoil from I 
the grips, especially on raised verges can be quite considerable and is frequently 
thrown out onto the verge without much attempt at levelling. 
Although some Highway Departments consider that open ditches have a greater 
drainage capacity, many are taking the opportunity with new roadworks to pipe 
roadside ditches. Piping saves ditch cleaning, gives efficient drainage and 
provides support to the road. In some places where the highway is very narrow, 
piping in the ditch may give an extra 2 feet of road: the Milk Marketing Board 
(responsible for so many improvementsto minor Country roads in the 1930s) stipulates 
a minimum width of metalled road of 8'6" for its bulk milk carriers, and the piping- 
in of ditches in some parts of the country has proved to be essential to provide 
this extra width in narrow lanes. 
T ~ ~ I ~  18. pol i c i e s  f o r  tree plant ing on highway land by county Councils i n  m s l d  and Wales 1972. 
-
soursas of proieaaion., =*vice snd or Plant  u t e r i a 1 .  
Huntingdonshire 
I s l e  of Wight 
Kent 
Lancaahire 
Wee plant ing po l i cy  began with ths Fes t iva l  of  B r i t a i n  and was continued bY t h e  Hi-Y Departlent 
u n t i l  1971, rtlw t h e  Countryside k i t t -  in tha  Co-il was f-d m d  t h e  Planning Departlent 
became *bout 600 tree- planted per  -u on new and e x i s t i n g  s i t e s  associated r i t h  
replacement of trees h u e  by m a d s  i n  arena of  high amenity. Mainly indigenous 
.-<.a used. 
Recent a p o i n t r e n t  of  ~ a n d s c ~ p e  ~ r s h i t e c t  t o  nighway ~ e p a r t m e n t  r i t h  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  t r e e  
C.C. haa a t r e e  nursery mainly tnaipsnou. species. po l i cy  t o  plant  o u t - i n  e l m p s  
r a t h e r  t M n  l ines .  No tree. t o  be planted within 10  f e e t  of t h e  carriagnray. 
NO C ~ U C ~ I  or ~ ~ ~ . r t ~ ~ ~ t . ~  for highray tree FO~-.~W i n  the planning 
Deplrtnent. Highway Department x i l l  general ly  replacs  t r e e s  a f fec ted  by madxo*s r a t h e r  than 
i n i t i a t e  new plantinga. smaller  decorative t r e e s  o f t m  used. 
~resa f o r  highway aoh-a bought and planted by t h e  nighray Deprtloent on advise  from 'Tree and 
woodlande' o f f i c e r  i n  t h e  Planning Dspartmwt. Coneidering s t a r t i n g  a small t r e e  nuraery. No 
treee t o  be planted within 15 f e e t  of t h e  carriageway. 
county pol icy on t r a s  plant ing adminiatered by t h e  ~ 1 a m i n g  Departmwt. Road schemes joint  
r e spons ib i l i ty  of Plannere/Highwe,y Dept/Countryaide Committee. EZ,000 a year from Countryside 
committee f o r  t r e s  plant ing moatly i n  'aetbac*l14, lay-byas, picnic  areas etc .  Licences w i l l  a l s o  
be given t o  voluntary organise.tiane under t h e  1971 Highways Act t o  plant  t r a e a  but the ra  w i l l  
general ly  be maintained subsequently by tha  C.C. No t r e e s  t o  be planted within 10 f e e t  of t h e  
cerriagevey, nor 4 f e e t  of a hedge, so t h a t  a verge of a t  l e a s t  15 f e a t  i s  ~ u a l l y  required before 
any plant ing by a roadaide W i l l  be conaidered. 
About law trees and shrub8 planted by t h e  Highway Deplrtment i n  t b e  l a s t  3 yeare. County t r e e  
nuraery end advise  @"ailable from t h e  Planning md Education Departments. uoet  planting= on 
improvements and wide verge., "0 f ixed diatanee Imn oarriagevey but general ly  no treea planted 
lea8 than 10 raet .  C.C. w i l l  taka over renpon.ibility f o r  TrunL road p1antings fra. the Forestry 
comiee ion  i n  6"s course. 
Limited eunun1 p r o g r m a  or t r e e  p1lnting having rag.r.3 to highray use and poei t ions of services .  
crowing importance at tached t o  replacment  of  t raes .  on county roads licencea/permits given to 
amenity organisation* t o  plant t rees .  
Sympathetic t o  tras. and w i l l  t r y  t o  aave them where posmible. Not ,much plant ing by ex i s t ing  mads  
but x i l l  put t r eea  by imprav-nta. Aduios f r c a  ~ o u n t y  ~ o r t i c u l t u r a l i e t  and mater ia l  f r m  County 
t r e e  nursery. Co-operation with Planning Depart.mts, and Pee& Park Planning Board i n  t h e  National 
Park. 
Highway Department pol icy t o  plant  up by new improvssnta  but a t  present very few t r e e a  planted by 
u i e t i n g  roads. Replace tree. f e l l e d  i n  t h e  c0"r.a of road works. **rise ava i l ab le  f r a  t h e  Planning 
Departaent. Material bought i n  from c a e r e i a l  nurseries, planted by ~ i g h w a y  personnel. 
Any nighway p l a t i n g  dona on th. advice o r  t h e  P lmning  r,eput.ent but not within 20 f e e t  of carr iage-  
way. Not very keen on t r e e s  by roads became of  t h e i r  e f f e c t a  on t h e  carriageway. 
Council h m s  For- Forestera  i n  north and south of t h e  County and a s s i s t a n t s ,  Forestry Off icer  i n  
t h e  Planning D s p s r t s n t .  M a t e r i d  bought i n  but  planted by Council labour. Large highway plant ings 
are espec ia l ly  associated r i t h  big highway ilgrov-nt .cheer. No plant ing within 6 f e e t  of  
esrriagevey. 
Hiohway Department po l i cy  not  t o  provide t r e e s  on ner improvements but  rill be syopathet ic  and 
l i cence  others who m y  wish to. No Highway Department f inanc ia l  involv-t. No plant ing within 
15 f e e t  of t h e  carriageray. C.C. working par ty  including Planning D e p a r t m t  and Countryside 
W i t t e e  to inves t iga te  t res  plant ing by roads. but l i k e l y  t o  be a Planning De-toent r e s w n s i b i l i t y .  
County Forester  i n  t h e  P1a""ing Deputment. 
County Counsil 'a Landscape Archi tect  advimes. Plant ing general ly  d-ds on a v a i l a b i l i t y  of f i ~ n c e s  
a"d t h e  amenity mituntion. 
Highway Dapartmmt Ma i t s  o m  Arborieul tur ia t  with a team of m and e free nursery. Approximately 
31,000 t r e e s  planted per annum. Policy t o  replace old t r e e s ,  c lo the  scars made by i l~nauements ,  o r  
general ly  i f  a n  area w i l l  be made m r e  a t t r a c t i v e  aa s r e su l t .  
A well woded County so no p a r t i c u l a r  need f e l t  f o r  a highway plant ing policy; however, t h e  5 
Divisional Surveyors given annual budget of EaW each f o r  t r e e  plant ing a t  t h e i r  discret ion.  
About 4W t r e e s  planted over t h e  l a s t  5 years, mostly along road inprovmento. Advice from Landscape 
Archi tect ,  t ree  a p s s i a l i a t  i n  t h e  Planning Departnant and Hor t i cu l tu ra l i s t  i n  t h e  Education ~epartment .  
Materiel bought in. 
Highway Depr tnen t  a p n d s  C 3 W - a  per mnum on t r e e  plmnting and about 4MO plant8 put out i n  
recent years. Mainly by new inproueients, and other  ~ " i t a b l e p l a o e s  although not  a &eat number 
of t h e  l a t t e r .  Underground service. get  i n  t h e  nay. 
Highway pol icy t o  plant  t r e e s ,  mostly on new inprovmenta i n  clumps, r a r e l y  by s i d e  of  roads and not 
within 10  f e e t  of t h e  carriageway, 150 planted in  1971. Adrioe from a member of t h e  Planning s t a f f ,  
t h e  Forestry comiaa ion  end an outside oansultant.  
Highway Department keen t o  have t r e e s  by roads but a n t i c i p a t e  Pmbleme from icing/sheding, overhang, 
root e f f e c t s  on t h e  f o r m t i a n  and .hielding of mtreet l ight ing.  Plant ing and maintenance by t h e  
County Es ta tes  Department who have a t r e e  nursery. 
Hort icul tural  Of f i ce r  prepares schenea (.oa.time i n  co-operstion With Planning Department) end has 
h o r t i c u l t u r s l  gangs i n  each nighway Division who do p1.nting and maintenance. Dver t h e  l a s t  3 years  
15,WO standard t ree* were planted on County mada, 5,020 shrubs and 3 M . W  quicks including thoee 
used f o r  hedging (q.v.). 
nighray ~ e p a r t m e n t  has  o m  nor t iou l tu ra l  sec t ion  (and t r e e  nursery) who do roadside plant ing and also 
proride D r e m i s e  t o  o t h s r  ~ e p a r t r s n t s .  3 0 , ~  t r e s s  planted per  annur (not a11 by roads). NO 
plan t ine  "ithi" 10 f e e t  o f  carriaonray. 
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Highway Dapvtment has Arboricul tural ia t  r i t h  a tree nursery a c t i v e l y  looking f o r  s u i t a b l e  s i t a a .  
Expect to plant  4 t r e e s  f o r  every one fe l l ed .  plant ing in  graves where poaaibls. 
Highway Department f inances t r a e  plant ing by improvemente and on aame older verges, finance f o r  
other  County road plant ing aohsnee from Countryaide cornittee, Advice avai lable  from Forestry 
o f f i c e r  i n  t h e  elanning ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t ,  but asne by "ighway ~ ~ p a r t n e n t .p re fe r  plant ing t o  be 
not l e sa  than 15 f e e t  from carriageway. 
Highway Department hs. H0rtic"lturali.t with a t e a  Of 9 and s nursery. Actively looking f o r  
s u i t a b l e  a i t e o  f o r  including agreements v i t h  landamera to plant  frontages. Planting- 
more generally by exis t ing roada tnan by n w  improrenente. 87.577 treea planted over t h e  l e s t  
10 y e ~ e  and 732 plant ing aohamas Completed. 
county pol icy t o  plant  roadaide tree. and encourage co-operatian f r o .  neighbouring landomere to 
put i n  amenity plsnt inga on adjacent land. Council employs two  fo r s s t e ra .  5.184 (deciduoual 
t r e e s  planted on 318 a i t e s  s ince  1967. 
No Highray Department pol icy f o r  t r e e  plant ing and not  intere.ted, although "ill do e w e  planting. 
Planning Department may 60 .Om..cneme. by mads ides  but i f  they  do they have to maintain. Y i l l  
-it pl-ting by orher o.glmis.tiom .o lone se t r e e s  mt c lose r  than  10 f e e t  t o  t h e  carriageray. 
e a e n s i v e  prantinga by county roads: E 5 . w  per --budget. ~ d u i c s  ava i l ab le  f r o l  Planning 
Department. Also permit o the r  organiss t ions to plant  trees but m t  within 12 f e e t  of t h e  carriageray. 
Like t o  plant  i n  e l w s .  not i n  avenues. R o b l a s  r i t h  underground eerr ieee.  
About 12,WO t r e e s  planted i n  tha l a a t  3 y J s  i n  s u i t a b l e  places. Usually plant  Cloas and e q e c t  
to thin. Plant ing done by tea .  fro. the P laming  Department but Highxmy Department pays except i n  
high amenity areas ,  picnic  place. etc. 
Forestry Officer newly appointed with expectation or county pol icy on highray plant ing being d r a m  up. 
Amenity ,,1antingr and t o  a u i t  t h e  landscape. Advice from Farm 1nxt i tute .  Plant  along roadl, as well 
as on 'oif -cuta ' ,  but not within 15 f e e t  of t h e  carriageray. 
~ i m i t e d  plant ing under c e n t r a l  control.  Advice avai lable  frno ~ o r t i c u l t u r a l i s t  i n  t h e  Erms~i t im 
Department. 
~ r y  t o  plant  more than ranove but not much spare  land. ~ d v i c e  ava i l ab le  from Hort icul tural  Seotion 
i n  t h e  Planning Department. Plant ing done by contract .  
Council 's Pareetry Off icer  advises on t r e e  plant ing schemes running a t  about E 3 . m  per  annun. 
Active ~ l s n t i n g  of t r e e s  and aeveral hundred planted i n  1971/72 i n  a r i d e  Fringe of s u i t a b l e  plaeem. 
Advice from Arboricul tural ia t  i n  t h e  P laming  Department. 
Highway Department does a c e r t a i n  m u n t  of plant ing an outaides  of benda a f t e r  r e s l i g m s n t  of r-ds, 
and i n  s imi la r  places, but i s  not keen on r idesce le  plant ing s a i n l y  on grounds of safety.  w i l l  
advise  orgsniaat ions an* individual. " h v e  t r e s s  m y  be planted within t h e  Highway bound-. 
Highray Depsrtsrtert h- im *rDorisult"r.list r i t h  a -11 t r e e  nursery but mostly bvya p l a n t s  in. 
Hain plant ings i n  connection v i t h  new improvements and a l s o  r i t h  landscaping schemes. In 1971/72 
planted 1585 t r e e s ,  4664 shrubs and 24,500 hedge p lan t s  (q.v.). 
Forestry Off icer  i n  t h e  Highway Department but ava i l ab le  t o  o the r  deps r twnte  as well. Highray 
Departlent pol icy t o  t r y  to plant  2 t r e e a  f o r  every one cu t  dom,  although m t  necessa r i ly  a t  save 
s i t e .  A* t o  s u i t  t h e  l andecap ,  plant  in  c l ~ o ~ s  r a t h e r  than avenues. 
HiQhxay rlepertment pol icy t o  use trso. to rDgulnte the shape of earthworks and pick up the l i n e  of 
ex i s t ing  roodlande. Do not l i k e  t o  plant  avenues and no plant ing within 10 f e e t  of t h e  osrriageully. 
~ d v i c e  from lsndscspe ~ r c h i t e o t .  About 2,500 t r eea  and 5.- shrubs planted in  3f years. would 
l i k e  t o  encourage contract. f o r  plant ing Of new road schemes with maintenance f o r  th ree  years. 
Highway Department aim t o  plant  more than they f e l l  (l970/71 f e l l e d  223 t r e e s ,  planted 1082). 
Advice avai lable  from Lendscaoe Architect i n  Plannino Deoartnent. Tree  nuraew raises about 2 . m  . . 
plants  ~ ~ a r ~ y .  Find t h a t  planting. by o the r  organisat ions casts nore i n  t h e  long t e r n  than i f  t h e  
Council had done then i n  the f i r s t  place. 
~ i g h v a y  ~ e p a r t m e n t  pol icy t o  plant  a l l  ilnprovwents v i t h  t r e e s  i f  appropriate ,  and t o  replace t r e e s  
t h a t  have had t o  be fe l l ed .  over 1m0 t r e s s  planted i n  one year recently. f or en en Foreater in  t h e  
department eduises. 'Men of t h e  ~rees' pern i t t ad  to plant  on highway lend under supervision. 
Highway Department has i t s  o m  Hor t i cu l tu ra l  sec t ion  which r a i s e s  plants. About 10,MO t r e e s  planted, 
notably on b ig  by-p-. acheme., i n  the l e s t  3 years. 
~ i g h w a y  ~ e w t m e n f  would not general ly  i n i t i a t e  t r e e  plant ing seheaes and haa no pol icy of plant ing 
along establ ished road rorges. plant ing schemes aay be q u i t e  extensive on n~ improuerenta, uevnlly 
on advice of the Forestry Off icer  end t h e  Planning D e w t n e n t ,  
Highrap  have no f inanc ia l  involv-"t with trees on mads ide  verges an* do not encourage t h e i r  
plant ing the re  mainly for s a f e t y  reasons. Y i l l  encourage t h e i r  plant ing i n  clumps or  i n  hedges 
but not l e s s  than 15 f e e t  from t h e  carriageray. 
No s e t  Highray Departoeut pol icy end planting usua l ly  a t  t h e  d i sc re t ion  of t h e  *re* surveyor.. 
Often done t o  please neighbouring l.ndomera but noted t h a t  no reoiproo.1 arrangements lorthconing. 
No nurse=, buy plan t s  i n  central ly .  
Highmy Dewtment  has  Har t i cu l tu ra l  sec t ion  and increasing ,.Umber of plant ing scheme* for  new 
improvenents and by-passes, but a decreasing number on eetabl ished road verges. Plant ings are for 
conservation. amenity and bees. About 40.- trees olanted over t h e  lest 4 rears on a i t e a  bv 
county roads, mostly i n  groups but a m a  as individuals. would plant  more i f  t h e r e  xae more labour 
avai lable .  1nstruct ionr  to mower operators  a r e  not to cut xichin s i x  f e e t  of planted t r e e s  and 
also t o  leave na tu ra l ly  regenerating woody growth, including gorse. 
W i l l  p lant  t r e e s  where there i s  a s u i t a b l e  s i t e  and have spent about £1500 in  t h e  l a s t  5 yesra on 
t rees .  W i l l  a l so  plant  t r e e s  paid f o r  by subecript ions given by loca l  organieations. 
OPportunitY Plant ing an off-cuts  and ."itable s i t e s .  **vice s v a i l a b l e  from t h e  county Hor t i cu l tu ra l  
Officer. 
Cardiganahire 
C a m t h e n s h i r e  
svl l  of t r e a a  planted each year. gemenl ly  i n  o l m p ~ ,  of ten i n  conjunction with t h e  CPW. 
Generally on off-cut. and eimilar  place. but not within 10-12 f e e t  of t h e  cu'riaganay. Advice i~ 
ava i l ab le  1- hndscape Architect i n  t h e  Pl.ming Depar tan t .  
nighray m p u t a n t  attempts t o  preserve t r a m  here possible. Eiaploya c o n e u l t ~ t a  rhsn it r q u i r a s  
advise. 
NO ~ i g h r ~ y  e p a r t a e n t  policy, g m e n l l y  too little pool on county r o a n  and fewer than LOO t r e e s  
per par  planted. No pmfassional  fore8t.r but advice is ava i l ab le  f- Lmdscape Adviser i n  the 
Planning D . W t r n " t .  
No d e f i n i t e  programs  of t r e e  planting but rill plant  extensively i f  an opportunity a r i ses .  Advice 
from Forestry c o m i ~ s i o n  or H o r t i c u l t u n l i s t  a t  t h e  local  Agrioul tural  College. Alao advised by 
Countryside Off icer  in  t h e  Plannino Depertmmt and t h e  Countryaids Cornittee. 
P1.intir.g on County road. "Q"l.3 not be en0our.g.d. 
Highway Department w i l l  plant  as eirc-tansea a r i s e  but do not  have a la id-dam policy. Very 
amenity son.ciou* Md "ill t r y  to prseerv. .xisting tr-.. H.,rticult"ral sec t ion  in  t h e  Highway 
Department have o m  g1a.shou.e and t r e e  nursery. and do plul t ing.  M B t  plant ing *shames are on 
Tmnk and Pr in f ipa l  mads, very l i t t l e  on "on-principal and unclassif ied.  
Not a great  des l  or plant ing on County roads, and here the re  i a  any done under t h e  a u w v i a i o n  of 
t h e  a u n t y  ~ o r t i o u l t u r e l  Ol'fiser. ~ o r e s t r y  h i e m i o n  do plant inge on main roada. 
Special sec t ion  i n  t h e  Planning Department advises  Highway Depart-nt. and rill do plant ing on 
highway land or contract  Forestry h i s s i o n  t o  do it. 
Bqcoming more oonoermd espec ia l ly  r i t h  p o e a i b i l i t i e s  of p lv l t ing  on 'off-cuts '  and land l e f t  waste 
i r 4  improveants. Would not plant  on "0-1 vevges. Advies ava i l ab le  from H o r t i s u l t w a l  Officer 
i n  t h e  Education Department and a l s o  the County Land Agent. 
County pol icy t o  plant  tree., e.pecidly on i lprwants i n  c l q e .  No avenue p lmt ing .  ~ d v i c e  
from loca l  nurserymen, rho do plant ing and mbseqwnt  m i n t e n m e  on contract.  No Council 
Hort icul tural  Officer. Psmbrokeshirs Countmid.  Unit, Parieh Councils m d  loca l  orgmi*at ion.  
-11 ac t ive  r i t h  proposals f o r  t r e e  planting. 
No t r e e  plant ing policy. would not plant  l e s s  than 20 f e a t  f r a  t h e  carriageway. 
Table 19. F o m  of reinstatement of boundaries following r o a d r o r b ,  and period of after-intenmce of hedges. 
County Covncila in  England and Walea, 1972. 
Isle of Wight 
- Lindsey 
Norfolk 
N o r t k p t o n s h i r e  
Northrnberlend 
Nottinghmshire 
somerset 
Trad i t iona l ly  o f f e r  a quick hedge ."d d~ublo fens., but hedge. l e s s  i n  
d a d  now. 
Hedge usual ly  offered;  With wire and dropper, o r  "rnd fence protect ion 
Generally post and r a i l  but w i l l  provide l i v e  hedge *ere require,,. 
Provide what i s  required. In claylands general ly  plant  a quick hsdge 
protected by wire o r  wood fence. 
Provide hedges where required. 
Standard C a h i a h  'hsdge', z w t  a d  rail fence, quick and s a n e t i a s  
beech hedge, as required* 
P r w l d e  what i s  required. Replace hedges v i th  quick o r  beech. gap-up 
and control  weed. in  m i n t s ~ n s e  period. 
plant  hedges *era required;  a l s o  rebui ld  walls. Gap-up hedgea and control  
reads i n  naintenanoe period. 
F i r s t  o f fe r  e iencs ,  but rill Plant hedge and protect  With a port  and r a i l  
fence i f  lPndomer ins i s t s .  
R o v i d e  what i s  required, general ly  a fence but .omstirme. a hsdge. 
Generally provide like-for-like, moat or ten quick hedge and post and r a i l  
fence. Farmers prefer  hedges o r  wel ls  t o  wire. Gap-up, cut  and control  
weeds during maintenance period. 
Most farmers p re fe r  post and r a i l  fence. Verl few hedges planted. 
Provide l i k e  for l i k e  or ad jus t  empe"ration t e r n  i f  something b e t t e r  is 
required. 
Farmers general ly  r e luc tan t  t o  take a hedge, nomt p re fe r  post and r a i l  
fence. Minilnrm maintenance o r  hedges. 
Provide what i a  required,  generally quick h a g s  protected by p0.t end wire. 
Y i l l  maintsin ""ti1 f i r s t  layered which is done by experienced C.C. labour. 
Contract firm sprays hedge b0ttaa. With aimmine t o  k i l l  bottom reeds;  
pleased ' 4 th  t h e  resu l t s .  
Provide *at is required. wit* of ten  hedge protectad with post and r a i l  fence. 
Post end r a i l  renca, i f  landomer requ i res  hedge then compensation paid t o  
enable him t o  plant  it h i m e l f .  
Farmers l e e r  keen t o  have hedges than formerly. where hedge i a  planted a 
p ro tec t ive  fence is put on both sides. 
Pror ide whet is required,  encourage rsp1acerent o r  l i k e  with l i k e  but very 
l i t t l e  hedge planting. 
Have planted l a rge  milease of hedge. (see Table 18). 
Quick hedge, pmtes ted  by timber poat and r a i l  renca accepted by moat lendouners. 
some hedges but mostly on p r iva te  f rontages,  r a r e l y  an f i e l d  boundaries. 
w i c k  hedge and post  and r a i l  fence offared but mny ,--err prefer  p la in  
fence, open d i t ch  or no boundary a t  e l l .  m y  gap up hedges during maintenance 
period. 
A. required. About 4 mile. per amua of hedge plva post and r a i l  f a w e  
establ ished over t h e  last 3 year.. 
Fences, hedges or walls as required. Extensive hedge plant ing f o r  t h e  last 
th ree  years. 
Y i l l  plant  hedge. i f  required and use herbicides  t o  con t ro l  weed g ro r tb  
during t h e  maintenance period. 
80.- yds of hsdge planted i n  t h e  t a r t  7 years  with post and r a i l  protection. 
Maintain u n t i l  s tock proof. Most f m e r s  l i k e  hedges and very few r e fuse  them. 
stone walls i n  upland areas. 
Quick hedge v i t h  p ro tec t ive  poet and r a i l  fence i s  normal. Gap-up and control  
weeds i n  t h e  lnaintenence period. 
W i l l  provide hedge and pro tec t ive  fence aa required. Also do r m s  stone walling. 
Cm,era11y, hedge pmtcste.3 by post and r a i l  fenoe po.itive1y m t e d  by most 
~armers/ landomers .  w i l l  maintain up t o  time of f i r s t  layering vhich i a  done 
by srperience.5 Council labour. 
GsnePally a hedge protected by a poat and wire fence favoured by farmers. 
Hedge maintained up t o  time of f i r s t  layer ing or  f o r  f i r s t  7 years, whichever 
sooner. Herbicides used f o r  reed son t ro l  in  hedge b o t t m s .  
Generally o f f e r  post and r a i l  fence. Not o r t en  asked f o r  hedge and last 
farmers do not rmt them. Sone use of herbicides  f m  weed control.  
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G.n6ra]1y llk€-for-Iike. I
Planiing of h€alg6! oncoraged but vill provide rhat t! r.quired by th€ lrndomrt 2
Lill plant h.dge. at th€ requelt ot lddotutr' but vill tak E reslDaibilttv
a t t . r  in i i ia l  p th t ing .
Pogt and rail lercear or h€dsesr to laidohds requird.nt..
Standsd quick h€dg€ and chestnut p.1. Jdc6 acceptcd by oolt r6ndorre.3. No
par t i cu ta r  t r .nd .  fo r  o r  aga ihs t  h .dgc . ,
LMdomers cholc. nc@lIy for qutck h6dg€ *ith port And rail f€hce. Councit
p.6te!s hedqos a! pat ol the high*Ay d€aigh. 3
Sieddd quick heilge vith protectivc ID.t ard .ail f.nc. unl663 lddoFor
i n B i s t s  o n  a o t r 6 t h i n s  e l B e .
Replace likHith-like and fe.r. g.n.rally .cced a h.dg6.  bout lO lilea
plsted ove. ihe Iart I y6r5. Lqlnt.in foi 7 Fra or wtil firat laF.6d
e}Iich i5 dono by €rperimced Council l.tbu. 7
G6neralry orie. .n open lence, unl€s! th€ l.!doMe. ltlpulat.s otheryise.
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H6dges leag popula than previoualy.
UEBlty a h6ilq€ protected by . polt and rail tence.
H6dse pru€ post .td .ail lerce offored but not alsays accsDtedr altlouqh coutd
be be6iing !or. Dopular again. About 2t iil€ of h6dg.. Dlanted in rest
yeas. Yaintain 6til stock proof.
IArdofrd! qult6 activcly asking fr h.ds6 vith tFst od rail fence eltEcl.lly
in paatue .r6a!. Stone Balla ln t}|e D!I.s. Iaintai. tor 5 ys.s o. up to 1,2
it the Council t.k6r on restDnaibility tor the tirat l.y.!ing.
1o landom€r! roqulr€n€nts. often hedge vith port anil rall 16rc6. About 2 or
I ri1€s plet€d p6r snun.
{ll1 ptant h€ilg€ ,ith poat and rail fence plus a tropor.ry fsce, bui iolt
populs is 4 1ot concrete vall ed yiE nottinq fenc6. So@ tull 6ize aton6
ralr9 are p.ovided.
Preter to trovido like{ith-tike aid lost landoEd. d€ rccepting h€dge6,
altbouqh sd€ alk for poat .nd .ail lerce or nettingr Som @e ot chlorthleid
tor yeed control,
Qlick or beech hcdg€6 oftered but msy tamers Feter to take c@p6sati.n
in€teadj or concreto post dd {ir6 t€nceB. soDe aion€ vallino.
Itill replace an exlrtins heitse wtth qulck or beech, Uo.t Cadlsdnshlr€
fahers lik6 to have hedses.
Stsddd pod and rail fence but vill .160 Fdide h€doo or hedse od bank on
occasioc. No pcttculd t.end td or agaict hedC6!.
LtkF ith-lik€ or r€c@nd quick h6dse dd pisn€ttins on the lield sid6r to
k6ep ldbs i.. Also uae beech, hornb€aa Md privet. nElDt s like bedgo!.
.int.in io {ir.t lay6rins, sap up ard r.6d conirol!
About one nil6 p€r ann6 of hedg€ pldtod eith post and vlrs fenc€ outeid6,
and chain link fence on the in6ld6. Oth€*ise poBt and Flre lence tp leddrer!
requir€Dsnts. Minisun ot ston6 {alltngt cap up, se6d and ctip du.ing th6 o4ln-
Most famra satisf ied vlth hedse protected by IDst ard rall fhcer or ch€!!nu!
pating. H6d96! of b.ach, quick d he6l. llaintain tor 5 yaB 6. to filst
layFins. Plsaed rith econ@lcs ot r.6ding hedgs bottd! rlth herbicld6!.
stddard port and ,1re fenc€, xlth d rtthout quick or bs6ch hedse- Letoh.r!
g€t Eor€ corq!.nBation if no hed96 proviilodi drd eny pr.f6r this.
Standard poat ard latl fence accspt€d by ihe @jo.tiy. Ab@t 3OS ask fo! a
hedge {hich vould b€ qapped up ed w6.ded for 3 years frm planting,
Standa.d quick h€dge and protectlv. f€nce accept6d by th€ iljo.ity. tilt
n.intai! tor 7 yea.s or utir can b6 l.yEed! rhich€ve. occss first.
Atl ner boud.riea have a hedge in one for. o. doth.rr no@11y of quick! vtth
a Fotectiwe ience, but s(rctiBr ol the traditi@t !ton6 b.nk vith a hodso on
t
standrd oft€i ot a quick he<rq6 petected by po3t ed wlr6 f.rc6. Vill nrintain
for 7 y€.r6 or {rntll first layersd. Far.oers taking a plld€ ltr ih€i. h6d9€! 6gain. 7
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